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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the rapidly increasing volume o f data traffic in Metropolitan Area
Networks (MANs) is challenging the capacity limits o f existing transport infrastructures
based on circuit-oriented technologies such as Synchronous Optical Network (SONET).
Packet ring networks have attracted wide attention as the transport technology for data
services in MAN. It combines the resilience and deterministic performance o f SONET
and the data friendliness o f Ethernet switches. However, since packet rings allow
concurrent transmission o f packets over different segments, the ring bandwidth becomes
a shared medium. Hence, a key challenge for packet rings is to design a Medium Access
Control (MAC) scheme that ensures all nodes have fair access to the ring.
In this study, we investigate the existing MAC schemes including the IEEE RPR
standard and its enhancements, in which ring access is provided through fair rate
estimation and feedback control. The existing approaches suffer from some performance
limitations such as large access delay and throughput loss.
The deficiencies o f the existing schemes motivate the research o f this thesis: fair
MAC scheme for packet rings. Our solution is the design of a novel MAC scheme, called
Virtual Source Queuing (VSQ). VSQ offers guaranteed fair medium access by providing
individual virtual queues and fair queuing to all the competing sources. We also propose
a simple flow control scheme called One-Hop-Backpressure (OHB) to provide lossless
transit paths for VSQ. OHB exploits the source information provided by VSQ to
effectively control the transit buffer occupancy through implicitly controlling the input
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rate o f the traffic sources. As a result, VSQ requires less transit buffer size to achieve a
lossless transit path than RPR does.
We conduct in-depth performance evaluations o f VSQ and RPR. Our analysis and
simulation results reveal that VSQ not only meets all the MAC design goals for packet
rings, such as guaranteed fairness and maximum throughput, but also offers faster
fairness convergence, less access delay and less transit buffer occupancy in comparison
to RPR.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

An important trend in networking is the migration o f packet-based technologies from
Local Area Networks (LANs) to Metropolitan Area Networks (M ANs)1. The rapidly
increasing volume o f data traffic in MANs is challenging the capacity limits o f the
existing transport infrastructures that are based on circuit-oriented technologies such as
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM).
Inefficiencies associated with carrying increasing quantities o f data traffic over voiceoptimized circuit-switched networks make it difficult to provision new services. On the
other hand, the cost o f building additional capacity is beyond the limits o f most carriers’
capital expense budgets. Packet-based transport technology is considered by many to be
the only alternative for scaling metropolitan networks to meet the demand [1], Finding
the optimal transport technology for data services in MAN has been an active area o f
research over the past few years.

1.1

Technologies for data services in MAN

In this section, we describe three main technologies available to support data services
in a MAN: SONET, Ethernet and Packet Rings. Because packet rings combine the
advantages o f SONET and Ethernet, it is the focus o f this thesis.

1.1.1

SONET

Most optical fiber in the metro area is in ring form because o f the form’s simplicity
and robustness. SONET is optimized to transport voice traffic by provisioned point-to-

1 Term M etro Networks or simply ‘m etro’ have been commonly used instead o f M etropolitan Area
Networks (MANs).
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point links and offers guaranteed Quality-of-Service (QoS) performance in terms o f jitter
and latency [2], SONET is a lossless transport in which packets are delivered from source
to destination without any QoS decisions in the intermediate nodes. In addition, SONET
is known for providing high availability by using spare fibers or additional capacity to
provide protection in case o f fiber cut or equipment failure. It is known that SONET can
provide 50 msec protection switching in a ring o f 16 nodes and 1200 km distance [3].
To transport data traffic, improvements have been implemented. The technologies behind
the next-generation SONET are commonly known as the Data over SONET (DoS)
concept. The DoS scheme consists o f three technologies: Generic Framing Procedure
(GFP) [4], Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) [5] and Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme
(LCAS) [6], all standardized by ITU-T and Standards Committee. Nonetheless, since
SONET was primarily designed for point-to-point, circuit-switched applications such as
voice traffic, it is not the most efficient transport for bursty data traffic. In addition,
bandwidth is reserved for every source on the ring, meaning no statistical multiplexing
gain could be obtained.

1.1.2

Ethernet

Unlike SONET, Ethernet makes efficient use o f available bandwidth for data traffic. It
is a simple and inexpensive solution for data traffic and it has become the de facto
standard for data networking within Local Area Networks. Ethernet switch vendors have
leveraged recent advances in Ethernet, including the development o f Gigabit Ethernet [7]
and long-reach Ethernet components [8][9][10], to deploy switched Ethernet solutions in
MANs. Although Ethernet switch solutions have the appeal o f being low cost and dataoriented, these solutions are neither optimized for the ring topology that dominates metro
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networks, nor do they support the levels o f survivability or service-level guarantees
expected in a public-network infrastructure. Recovery from network faults could take
tens o f seconds versus the 50 msec performance o f SONET networks. Additionally,
Ethernet switches lack the ability to support deterministic and verifiable service-level
agreements. As frames get switched one node at a time, there are no mechanisms to
guarantee delay and jitter across multiple switches configured in either a ring or mesh
topology. Ethernet switches are not the answer to building scalable metropolitan
networks that can deliver high availability and QoS guarantee.

1.1.3

Packet Ring Networks

The use o f pure SONET for data services is inefficient while using pure Ethernet
does not guarantee QoS. As a result, there is a compelling need for a new architecture for
metropolitan packet networks: an architecture that combines the resilience and
deterministic performance o f SONET and the data friendliness o f Ethernet switches. In
the recent years, researchers started to look at spatial reuse packet rings [11][12] as an
alternative solution to provide data services in MANs. Spatial reuse packet rings combine
the best o f both SONET and Ethernet technologies.
To describe the concept o f spatial reuse, let us first consider the well-known token
ring. In a token ring, a packet originates from a source and travels across the ring, is
copied by its destination and then removed by the source. On the other hand, in a spatial
reuse ring, a packet is removed by its destination so that the packet does not need to
travel through the remaining nodes. This makes concurrent transmission over distinct
segments o f the ring possible. As a result, the total effective ring throughput can be
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significantly higher than the capacity o f a single link. If the traffic on the ring is
uniformly distributed between all source/destination pairs, then the throughput achieved
with spatial reuse is twice the throughput o f the same ring without spatial reuse. This is
due to the fact that each packet travels only half the ring on average. In addition, since
spatial reuse ring can utilize the bandwidth traditionally set aside for SONET protection
and strips data from the ring when it reaches its destination, leaving spare bandwidth to
be reused. This results a fourfold increase o f the effective bandwidth over the equivalent
SONET ring [11]. Figure 1-1 shows a bi-directional ring with 8 nodes connected in
tandem via ring interfaces. Spatial reuse is illustrated on the inner ring. Node 8 and node
4 can transmit at the same time as their destination does not overlap with each other.

Figure 1-1. The concept of spatial reuse
The recognition o f the advantage o f spatial reuse has generated numerous proposals
both for new LAN/MAN architectures and for upgrades o f existing standards to support
this feature [13][14], The Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) technology, which is standardized
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in IEEE 802.17 [15], is based on the spatial reuse packet ring architecture. The RPR
standard is the latest development in a series o f ring based network protocols
standardized by IEEE. IEEE 802.5 Token Ring [16] and IEEE 1596 Scalable Coherent
Interface (SCI) [17] [18] are examples o f other ring based IEEE standards. Packet ring
based data networks were pioneered by the Cambridge Ring [19] followed by other
important network architectures, notably MetaRing [11] FDDI [20], ATMR [21] and
CRMA-II [22],
However, since the ring bandwidth becomes a shared medium with spatial reuse, a key
challenge for packet rings is to design a Medium Access Control (MAC) scheme that
ensures all nodes have fair access to the ring [11] [15]. The MAC schemes play a key role
in the performance o f ring networks.

1.2

MAC Schemes for Packet Rings

1.2.1

Design Goals

In order to design a good MAC scheme for packet rings, it is essential to first
understand the parameters that are important to packet rings. While there are many ways
to evaluate a MAC scheme, we consider the following metrics:
•

Fairness: Fair bandwidth allocation to the source nodes that transmit over a

congested link. There are many fairness definitions proposed in the literature. We use
the one defined in the RPR standard [15]: The property that fo r any given link on the
ring, every source receives an equal proportion o f fairness eligible capacity. I f all
sources have equal weights, then all sources have substantially equal access to the
available capacity o f all links. This means that if the link bandwidth is C and there
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are N sources sharing this link, the fair bandwidth allocation to the sources, i.e., the

fair rate, is C/N.
Fast fairness convergence: The time it takes for the sources to converge to the

•

fair rate should be short.
Efficiency: Maximizing ring bandwidth utilization and minimizing overhead.

•

• Low access delay for node traffic: access delay is defined as the delay from the
time a packet arrives at the node till the time it gets on the ring.
• Scalability: Scaleable to a large number o f stations
• Ability to deal with ill-behaving sources: Ill-behaving nodes should not affect
the performance o f well-behaving nodes.
•

Simplicity: The scheme should be simple relative to the processing overhead, the

required traffic measurements and hardware requirements.

1.2.2

Existing MAC schemes and their limitations

As mentioned in the previous section, a MAC scheme is needed for packet rings
because the ring bandwidth is a shared medium. The RPR MAC is based on the Buffer
Insertion Ring (BIR) [23][24] protocol. The basic operation o f BIR is as follows. There is
an insertion buffer at every node interface to solve the conflict between the data already
flowing on the ring and data ready to be transmitted by a node. Non-preemptive priority
is given to the ring traffic. When a node wants to access the ring, it only needs to check if
the insertion buffer is empty or not. The advantage o f BIR scheme is its simplicity since
the node interface only needs to consider two classes o f traffic: ring traffic and node
traffic. However, the main problem with BIR is that it does not provide adequate
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protection from a sudden bursty source sending packets at a rate higher than its fair rate.
Such a bursty source can significantly increase the ring access delay o f the packets from
other sources. This phenomenon is referred as starvation [24]. We quote from [25]: “The
register insertion ring2 is capable o f high throughputs and has only a slightly greater delay
for light loading than the token ring. Its greatest disadvantage is that it loses the fair
allocation and guaranteed access provided by the token ring’s round-robin packet
service” . This inherent unfairness problem for BIR can be solved by fairness control
mechanisms that regulate the access to the ring bandwidth.
The existing fairness control mechanisms for BIR can be classified into two
categories: preventive approaches and reactive approaches. Preventive approaches
regulate the access opportunities o f every node by allocating transmission quotas. Each
node is guaranteed transmission o f its quota within a specified interval. While these
approaches, e.g., MetaRing [11], ensure fair allocation, they lead to throughput
degradation as the unused quota o f a node cannot be shared by others. On the other hand,
with reactive approaches [12], e.g., Feedback to suspend [26], when a node suffers
starvation, it triggers backpressure signals to enforce other nodes either to stop their
transmission or reduce their rate. Reactive control allows much more flexibility in the
allocation o f resources. Since users are typically not guaranteed resources by the network,
resources can be statistically multiplexed. However, there is always a reaction delay and
a chance that correlated traffic bursts will overload the network, causing performance
degradation, and hence, congestion.

2 Register insertion ring is the same as buffer insertion ring.
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The most recent effort in the reactive fairness control category is the RPR standard
that defines a fairness algorithm as part o f its MAC scheme. The RPR fairness algorithm
is based on fair rate estimation and feedback control and works as follows: Once
starvation is detected at a node, a fair rate is estimated by this node and sent to all the
upstream nodes. The upstream nodes then throttle their traffic to the received fair rate.
After a convergence period, the starvation clears and the fair rate increases until next
starvation happens.
The RPR fairness algorithm, however, has two main shortcomings. The first is
bandwidth oscillation due to inaccuracy in fair rate estimation, which results in
throughput loss. The second is a large access delay for the node traffic as a natural result
o f the delay in the feedback rate control.
To resolve the oscillation problem o f RPR, several schemes have been proposed in
the literature. For example, Distributed Virtual-time Scheduling in Rings (DVSR) has
been recently proposed [27], DVSR estimates the fair rate by approximating fair queuing
using per-ingress counters to measure packet arrival rates. Since DVSR offers some
improvements in the accuracy o f fair rate estimation at the expense o f complexity, the
bandwidth oscillation is reduced in comparison to RPR. However, DVSR still suffers
from large access delay as RPR does since it also relies on rate feedback control to
achieve fairness.

1.2.3

Towards a New MAC Scheme: Virtual Source Queuing

The deficiencies o f the existing MAC schemes motivate the research goal o f this
thesis: a fair MAC scheme for packet rings. Our solution to this problem is the design o f
a new MAC scheme, called Virtual Source Queuing (VSQ).
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VSQ tackles the unfairness issue o f BIR from the root cause. It provides guaranteed
fair medium access by providing virtual queues and fair queuing to all the competing
sources3. In other words, VSQ provides isolation among the competing sources and, thus,
results in fair sharing o f the ring bandwidth.
We also design an effective flow control scheme called One-Hop-Backpressure
(OHB) to ensure a lossless transit path for VSQ. OHB exploits the source information
provided by VSQ and implicitly control the input rate o f the source nodes. This scheme
minimizes the latency for feedback control and results in less transit buffer requirement
for a lossless transit path.
We perform in-depth performance analysis and comparisons between VSQ and RPR.
This is done using both analytical approaches and extensive simulations. Our results
demonstrate that VSQ can achieve both fairness and maximum utilization, while offering
fast convergence and less access delay. Last but not least, the extra implementation
complexity incurred in buffer management is marginal compared to RPR MAC, which
requires a complex signalling scheme.

1.3

Thesis Contributions
We summarize the important contributions o f this thesis as follows.
1. Investigating the pros and cons o f the existing MAC schemes for packet ring
networks. We identified that the overlay fairness control, which is based on “fair
rate estimation and feedback”, results in two problems: bandwidth oscillations
and large access delay.

3 We define a source as a ring node, not as an end-user.
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2. Proposing VSQ as a new fair MAC for packet ring networks: The main
advantages o f the proposed scheme are its simplicity, fair access guarantee,
elimination o f bandwidth oscillation and reduced access delay.
3. Proposing a new flow control scheme called OHB to ensure lossless transit paths
for VSQ. The main advantage o f OHB is its simplicity and effectiveness.
4. Analysing the performance o f the VSQ scheme:
a) Implementing simulation models for VSQ;
b) Analysing and demonstrating the fairness guarantee and fair rate convergence
time for VSQ.
c) Providing a closed form analytical solution on access delay and end-to-end
delay for VSQ using conventional traffic models.
d)

Validating numerical results obtained from c) with

simulations.

e)

Providing delay performance for non-conventional traffic models through
simulations.

f) Analysing the transit buffer requirements o f VSQ.
g) Providing simulation results o f transit buffer occupancy average and variance
for VSQ.
5. Comparing the performance o f VSQ and RPR in the following aspects:
a) Fairness guarantee and fair rate convergence time.
b) Average access delay and end-to-end delay with conventional traffic models
and bursty traffic models.
c) Transit buffer requirements
d) Transit buffer occupancy average and variance for both schemes.
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1.4

Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. Following this introduction, we describe the state-

of-the-art MAC schemes for packet ring networks including the IEEE RPR standard and
its enhancements in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we first describe the research problem. We
then propose VSQ as our strategy to provide fair medium access control for packet ring
networks. Finally, we discuss the architecture, properties, operation and implementation
o f VSQ and present the OHB flow control scheme to provide lossless transit paths for
VSQ. In Chapter 4, performance results are presented to demonstrate the superiority of
the VSQ MAC compared to the RPR MAC. Finally, we summarize the contributions and
outline possible directions for future research in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1

MAC Schemes for Packet Ring Networks

Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the state-of-the-art MAC schemes for packet ring

networks. We first introduce the IEEE RPR standard and its performance limitations. We
then describe some o f the enhancements to the RPR standard that are available in the
literature.

2.2

The RPR Standard
A basic knowledge o f the IEEE 802.17 RPR standard is needed to fully appreciate the

discussion o f MAC schemes which is the main topic o f this thesis. The RPR standard
consists o f over 600 pages [15]. There are a few tutorials on the RPR standards in the
literatures such as [28] [29]. This section is not intended to be a full description o f all RPR
functionality, rather a brief overview o f the important RPR characteristics.
The RPR working group was formed in early 2000 to develop a standard for bi
directional metro packet rings. The RPR standard was approved in June 2004. The key
performance objective o f the RPR standard is to simultaneously achieve high bandwidth
utilization, spatial reuse and fairness. RPR supports up to 255 nodes and it is optimized
for rings with a maximum circumference o f 2000 kilometers. A typical RPR ring may
cover a major city, while the practical size limit o f a ring is about one US state. To cover
larger areas one will have to interconnect several RPR-rings or connect them using IPnetworks.
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The RPR standard falls in the category o f other well-known link layer standards,
such as 802.5 (Token Ring) [16], 802.11 (Wireless LAN) [30] and 802.3 (Ethernet) [31].
It implements a MAC protocol, for access to the shared ring communication medium,
which has a client interface similar to that o f Ethernet’s. Figure 2-1 shows the placement
o f 802 protocols in the link layer o f OSI model [32], The MAC layer defined by RPR can
be split into a data path and a control sub-layer. The details o f these two sub-layers are
provided in the following subsections. RPR also defines a service interface to the above
logical link control sub-layer, and the underlying physical layer. RPR itself does not
define a physical layer. Instead, it is designed to run over existing layer one technologies
such as Ethernet physical layer, or standard SONET framing layer. This gives vendors
and carrier customers the flexibility to choose RPR implementations to meet different
networking applications.

OSI R e fe re n c e lay ers

Application
Presentation
Session

IEEE 802 /R PR lay ers

Higher layers
Logical link Control
(802.2)
MAC Control
Sub-layer

Transport
MAC Data-Path
Network

Scope of RPR Scope of
standard
IEEE 802
standard

Reconciliation
Data Link
Physical

Ethernet or
SO NET PHY

Figure 2-1: IEEE 802 / RPR layer as data link layer of OSI reference model
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2.2.1

RPR MAC Data Path Sub-layer

Figure 2-2 shows a simplified model o f the RPR MAC data path which is based on
Buffer Insertion Ring (BIR) [24], An RPR node contains a separate MAC data path for
each o f the ringlets. Only the traffic o f one o f the ringlets is shown in Figure 2-2. Each
data path contains logic to strip frames from the ring, store the frames in the transit
(insertion) buffer, and select the next frame to be transmitted. The conflict between data
ready to be transmitted by a node and the data already flowing on the ring is resolved by
the transit buffer on the receiving side o f each link. A node may add traffic to the ring
only if the transit buffer is empty. The transit buffer is needed to store frames that cannot
be passed on to the downstream neighbor immediately, when the node is already
transmitting on the outbound link. The RPR standard does not specify the size o f this
buffer, but it needs to be at least as big as the RPR maximum transfer unit.

Ingress
B uffer

E gress
B uffer

Ring Traffic

From
R ing \

T ran sit B u ffer
(Insertion Buffer)

.e

To
R ing

Figure 2-2: Illustration of BIR
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2.2.1.1 Frame Classes
To support a range o f performance requirements, RPR defines three different service
classes for frames transmitted: class A, B and C, with strict priority between them. The
MAC client has a separate transmission buffer for each traffic class.
•

The class A service is the highest priority class. This service class is subdivided
into class AO and class A l. The difference between these two sub-classes is that
AO uses reserved bandwidth that cannot be re-used by the other traffic classes.
This class is used by RPR control frames as well as applications with strict
demands on latency and jitter, such as interactive audio or video applications.

•

The class B service offers a bounded delay on a part o f the traffic, which is
called Committed Information Rate (CIR) and is not subject to rate limiting by
the fairness algorithm which will be described in Section 2.2.5.5. The other part
o f class B traffic is termed Excess Information Rate (EIR) and is rate limited by
fairness algorithm.

•

Class C traffic has low priority. This class supports best-effort traffic as it has no
guarantees on delay, and is rate limited by the fairness algorithm.

Table 2-1 shows this classification in conjunction with the required QoS. As seen,
the two traffic classes C and B-EIR are called Fairness Eligible (FE) as the fairness
algorithm controls such traffic. In order to fulfill the service guarantees for class AO, A l,
and B-CIR traffic, bandwidth needed for these traffic classes is pre-allocated. Bandwidth
pre-allocated for class AO traffic is called reserved and can only be utilized by the station
holding the reservation. Bandwidth pre-allocated for class A l and B-CIR traffic is called
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reclaimable. Both unallocated and unused reclaimable bandwidth can be used to send FE
traffic.
Table 2-1: Service classes and their QoS relationship as defined in RPR standard

F a lr m s s
Eligible

2.2.1.2 Frame Reception
A node on an RPR ring must inspect every frame received from its upstream
neighbor, and make a decision on how to treat it. If the frame is destined to this node4, the
frame is copied to the MAC control sub-layer. From here, data frames are passed on to
the MAC client, based on the frame type field. The node then decrements the ttl field o f
the frame, and discard the frame if this field is zero. Frames with other destination
addresses are put in a transit buffer, waiting to be passed on to the downstream node. The
transit buffer (sometimes referred as transit queue) acts as a FIFO queue.
The RPR standard defines two implementations for Transit Buffers (TB): 1-TB and
2-TB . The 1-TB implementation uses one transit buffer for traffic o f all three classes. In

4 The frames destined to this node could be unicast, multicast or broadcast.
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a 2-TB design the primary transit buffer is reserved for class A traffic, while both class B
and C use the secondary transit buffer. For simplicity o f explanation, we map three traffic
classes into two priorities: High Priority (HP) for class A traffic and Low Priority (LP)
for class B and C traffic.

Ingress
Buffer
C lie n t
M AC

Ring T raffic
HP Transit Traffic

From
R ing
LP Transit Traffic

To
R ing

Transit Buffer

Figure 2-3: RPR MAC with 2-TB
The scheduler serves the IBs and the TBs based on strict priority. In 1-TB design, the
priority order is: TB, HP IB, and LP IB. For 2-TB implementation, the priority order is:
HP TB, HP IB, LP TB and LP IB. Figure 2-3 illustrates the RPR MAC with 2-TB design.
The numbers in the circles indicate the crude priority order. The advantage o f the 1-TB
design is its hardware simplicity. However, it is possible that LP ring traffic blocks HP
node traffic from accessing the ring. This is because once the LP traffic from upstream
nodes gets on the ring, it becomes ring traffic and assumes higher priority than the HP
traffic o f a downstream node. On the other hand, the 2-TB design offers relatively lower
access delay for HP node traffic that has higher priority than LP ring traffic. The
disadvantage, however, is that the LP transit buffer must be large enough to store the LP
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ring traffic while yielding the ring access to HP node traffic. In both 1-TB and 2-TB
designs, LP ring traffic has priority over LP node traffic. Therefore, a heavily loaded
upstream node can hog the ring bandwidth for a very long time and cause starvation for
its downstream nodes.

2.2.1.3 Frame Removal
Due to the spatial reuse property o f RPR, the destination node is responsible for
stripping a frame from the ring. Multicast and broadcast frames are exceptions from this
rule. Instead, they continue around the ring and are removed by their source node.
Obviously, no spatial reuse for multicast or broadcast traffic is possible with this strategy.
Source stripping is also used as a safety mechanism. If for some reasons unicast frames
were not stripped by the destination, they are removed by the source when they return. If
the source node disappears from the ring while a multicast frame is in transit (or both the
source and destination node for a unicast frame), no node would ever remove the frame.
It would seemingly keep circulating on the ring forever. This is prevented by the ttl field
in the RPR header. The ttl works as a maximum hop count, and is decremented every
time the frame reaches a new node. If the ttl reaches zero, the frame is discarded.
In summary, there are four different conditions that lead to the stripping o f a frame
from the ring.
• If a bit error is detected in the received frame, the frame is discarded. For
data frames, only bit errors in the header results in stripping.
• A unicast frame reaches its destination node.
• A frame returns to its source node, after traveling around the ring.
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• The ttl value o f the frame reaches zero.
Frames that do not meet any o f these conditions are passed on to the next
downstream node.

2.2.2

RPR MAC Control Sub-layer

While the MAC data path sub-layer is responsible for the actual sending o f frames
from one node, the MAC control sub-layer is concerned with ring-wide functionality that
monitors the traffic on the ring and takes appropriate action when an exception occurs.

M A C Service Interface

MAC

r —

Protection

Ringlet
_ Selection

Fairness

Jj[ Topology

OAM

■ J^ O u te ^ n g ie^ a ^ ^ a th ^ ■^^Innerringlet^Data-Patti^J*

Figure 2-4: Important functions of MAC Control sub-layer

Figure 2-4 shows an overview o f the MAC control sub-layer and the functions it
performs. The following sub-sections describe each o f these functions.
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2.2.2.1 Ringlet Selection
Before a frame can be transmitted on the ring, it must be decided which ringlet to
transmit on. When this decision has been made, the frame can be put in the appropriate
add queue. RPR allows this decision to be taken by the MAC client. If the MAC client
has no preferences, a default ringlet will be chosen by the MAC control sub-layer. The
algorithm used to choose the default ringlet is implementation specific. The only
constraint imposed by the standard is that the same ringlet must be chosen for all frames
with the same [source address, destination address, traffic class] tuple.

2.2.2.2 Topology Discovery
RPR contains a topology discovery mechanism in the MAC control sub-layer. This
mechanism is responsible for providing each node with an overview o f the number and
placement o f nodes on the ring. Every node keeps and maintains such an overview, called
the topology image. The topology image consists o f one record for each node on the ring.
These records contain a hop count to that node on each of the ringlets. The records also
contain additional information concerning each node, like protection status and reserved
bandwidth status. The topology information is distributed to the nodes by broadcasting
protection messages on the ring. A master node does not govern this distribution; Each
node is responsible for initiating the protocol as needed.
Initially, a node’s topology image contains only one record, with information about
the node itself. It then triggers the topology algorithm by broadcasting a protection
message, and continually listens for received protection messages. Each node that
receives this protection message, responds by broadcasting a protection message on all
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ringlets. By looking at the received protection messages, each node gets information
about the distance to every other node, and information about its protection status. This
information is used to build the topology image. The calculation o f the topology image is
repeated in case o f a protection event, that is when a node discovers a failure in the
connection to one o f its neighbors. The topology calculation is also repeated periodically.
The time between each periodic topology image update is configurable, the default period
being 10 msec.

2.2.2.Z OAM
The Operation, Administration, Maintenance (OAM) functionality in the MAC
control sub-layer offers a set o f control functions to support configuration management,
fault management and performance management. This includes functions for monitoring
the connections between nodes, and for reporting abnormal behavior to a managing
system. This information is distributed using special OAM control frames. The RPR
standard allows some o f these frames to be vendor specific, meaning that each individual
vendor can define their own OAM frames and functionality.

2.2.2.4 Protection
RPR can transport diverse traffic types including delay sensitive traffic such as real
time interactive audio. As a result RPR should be able to detect and repair a node crash or
a link failure within the audio time constraint o f 50 msec. A connectivity failure, either in
a node or on a link, is termed a protection event. RPR offers two separate protection
mechanisms to restore connectivity: steering and wrapping. Steering is the normal
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protection mechanism, and is supported by all nodes. Wrapping is the optional
mechanism in the RPR standard.
Each sender node is responsible for avoiding points o f error. The node that first
detects a protection event will send an error report around the ring. This is used by the
other nodes to update their topology image, using the topology discovery mechanism
described later. A new host-to-ringlet mapping is built in all the nodes. When this new
image is complete, the point o f failure can be avoided by choosing the correct ringlet to
send on.

Normal Operation

Wrapped State

Figure 2-5: Normal operation versus Wrapped state.

If steering is the only protection mechanism in use on the ring, all frames that are
sent from the time failure occurs to the time topology image is rebuilt, are lost. The
advantage o f the other protection mechanism in RPR, wrapping, is that it reduces the
number o f lost frames during a protection event. In case o f a node failure, frames
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destined for a node beyond the point o f error are looped and placed on the opposite
ringlet. This way, frames that are in transit when an error is detected can still reach their
destination on the other ringlet. An example o f wrapping is shown in Figure 2-5. We see
that during normal operation, node 7 sends to node 5 with path 7-6-5, while in the
wrapped state, the frames are sent via 7-8-1-2-3-4-5.
Wrapping increases the complexity o f the ring as it introduces frame duplication and
reordering. In Figure 2-5, consider a case when the ring returns from wrapped to normal
state, or when steering causes frames from node 7 to node 5 to be transmitted on the outer
ringlet. This transition suddenly reduces the number o f hops the frames must travel,
leading to the possibility that frames reach their destination in a different order than they
were sent. Such frame reordering is not acceptable to some applications. RPR therefore
allows traffic to be sent in two different modes, know as strict mode and relaxed mode.
Frames in strict mode are never wrapped. This guarantees that no frame reordering will
occur, but increases the number o f frames lost during a protection event. Strict mode
frames will be discarded at the point o f error, and all such frames will be lost until the
steering mechanism restores the connectivity. If a link fails or a node suddenly crashes,
loss o f some frames is inevitable without buffering. Frames in transit in a node that fails,
e.g., because o f a power failure, will be lost. The use o f wrapping minimizes the number
o f frames lost. Note that during normal operation, RPR guarantees that no frames are lost
or reordered on the ring; During protection event, frames may lost and reordered.
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2.2.3

Starvation Problem and Fairness Control

The RPR MAC is based on Buffer Insertion Ring (BIR) [24] as shown in Figure 2-2
where the insertion buffer has non-preemptive priority over the node buffer. The transit
buffer(s) o f the ring in RPR corresponds to the Insertion Buffer in BIR. With BIR, a node
is prevented from adding traffic to a ringlet when its transit buffer is filled above a
configured threshold. If a node continuously receives frames from aggressive upstream
neighbors, it suffers so-called starvation problem. This unfairness is a natural by-product
o f priority scheduling used in the RPR MAC. Because o f their relative location in the
ring, some nodes may succeed in capturing a larger share o f resources than others, and
thus enjoy preferential treatment.

fairRate

"Hop-by-hop feedback" to
all upstream nodes once
starvation happens.

fairRate

stqLowThresh

NODE (/)

. ^ p p ly fairRate to
token bucket

NODE (M )
y Apply fairRate to
token bucket

NODE (i+2)

"

y Apply fairRate to
token bucket

Procedure o f the RPR feedback control to ensure fair access:
Step 1: D e te c t s ta rv a tio n .
Step 2: E stim a te fair rate.
Step 3: A d v e rtise th e fa ir rate to all u p s tre a m n o d e s “h o p -b y -h o p ” .
Step 4: U p stre a m n o d e s a p p ly th e fa ir rate to th e ir to k e n b u c k e ts .

Figure 2-6: Illustration of RPR Fairness Algorithm
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Figure 2-6 shows a part o f a ring with three nodes connected to each other. It
illustrates the situation where node (i+2) is prevented from transmitting on a ringlet,
because node / is sending a continuous flow o f frames through node (i+2). If node (i+2)
were allowed adding traffic in this situation, the result would be buffer overflow and loss
o f frames in the transit buffer. This would not be acceptable, since RPR is designed to be
a lossless network technology, meaning that no frames are lost on the ring during normal
operation. As a result, a node may only add a frame if the transit buffer is empty. Thus, it
is very easy for a downstream node to be starved by upstream ones. In RPR, the solution
to the starvation problem is to force all stations to behave according to a specified
fairness algorithm.
The objective o f the fairness algorithm is to distribute unreserved bandwidth fairly
among the contending stations so that they can use this bandwidth to send FE traffic.
When the bandwidth on the transmit link o f a node is exhausted, the link and node are
said to be starved, or congested, and the fairness algorithm starts working.
RPR fairness assumes two modes o f operations: Aggressive mode (AM) and
Conservative mode (CM). Figure 2-6 shows that the RPR fairness algorithm (AM) works
by sending a fairness message to the upstream nodes. The fairness control process
requires 4 steps: starvation detection, fair rate estimation, hop-by-hop rate advertisement
and fair rate application. Every node checks its congestion status periodically based on
the conditions specific to its operation mode. Once congestion is detected, the congested
node estimates a fa ir rate and sends a feedback control message including the fa ir rate to
the upstream nodes in the opposite direction. Each upstream node applies the fa ir rate as
the token generation rate o f its token bucket to limit its add rate to the fa ir rate.
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In AM mode, the initial fa ir rate is set to the add rate o f the node traffic from the
starved node. The underlying logic is that all nodes should have the same add rate. If the
throughput o f a starved node drops, all other nodes should follow. Once the starvation is
clear, the fair rate ramps up to achieve better bandwidth utilization.
In CM mode, the fa ir rate is set to be the unreserved bandwidth divided by the
number o f active nodes. A node is considered to be active if it has at least one packet
passing the starved node during the last interval. After the starvation clears, the fa ir rate
gradually ramps up.

2.2.4

RPR Node Architecture

EGRESS Traffic

INGRESS Traffic

Rate Controller
Control

Message

Fair Rate
Estimation/
Feedback
Module

Traffic Monitor
Buffer
Management

Transit In

Ingress
Buffer
(VDQs)

Transit Buffeifs)
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Figure 2-7: RPR node architecture from fairness algorithm viewpoint.

Figure 2-7 shows a simplified RPR node architecture with the main functional blocks
related to the fairness algorithm. Only one direction o f the ring is shown here, but the
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reverse direction is similar. The node includes the following main modules that are
related to the fairness algorithm.

•

Rate controller: All ingress traffic entering the RPR ring passes the rate controller
module. This rate controller is used for flow control. When a node receives an
advertised fair rate from a downstream node, it has to enforce this rate through its
rate controller. The rate controller consists o f a token bucket. The credits in the token
bucket are incremented based on the token generation rate at every time interval. A
packet at the head o f the queue can access the ring if the number o f credits in the
token bucket is at least equal to the packet size. In that case, the number o f credits is
decremented by the size o f the packet transmitted.

•

Traffic monitor: This module measures the rate o f both node traffic and transit traffic.

•

Fair rate estimation/feedback module: Upon congestion, this module uses the
measurements from the traffic monitor to compute a fair rate and advertises this rate
to all the upstream nodes through a control message. Once an upstream node receives
this control message, it adjusts its rate to the received rate.

•

Ingress Buffer (IB): This module holds the node/ingress traffic. RPR implements
Virtual Destination Queuing (VDQ) in IB to avoid Head-of-Line (HOL) blocking.
This is analogous to what is performed at an input port o f a switch to avoid HOL
blocking [33],

•

TB: As explained in Section 2.2.1.4, the RPR standard defines two implementations
for TB: 1-TB and 2-TB. The 1-TB implementation uses one TB for both HP and LP
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traffic while the 2-TB implementation uses separate buffers for HP and LP traffic.
The scheduler serves the IBs and the TBs based on strict priority.
•

Priority scheduler: The other important module in the node is the priority scheduler
that serves traffic from TB and IB. Non-preemptive priority is given to the traffic
from TB.

•

Buffer management module: In 2-TB implementation, there is a relatively large LP
transit buffer. This module prevents the transit buffer overflow using feedback control
upon threshold crossing. Details on the buffer management will be given in Section
4.8.

2.2.5

Performance Limitations of RPR MAC
In reference to the MAC design goals listed in 1.2.1, RPR fairness control algorithm

suffers from the following performance limitations:

1)

Bandwidth Oscillations

The results in [27] [34] have shown that RPR fairness algorithm is prone to severe
and permanent bandwidth oscillations when bandwidth requirements o f the ring nodes
are unbalanced5. The reason is that a congested node has no information o f how much
bandwidth each upstream node requires. Thus, the estimated fair rate does not accurately
reflect the bandwidth requirements o f the ring nodes and hence, nodes oscillate in search
o f the optimal fair rates. We demonstrate this oscillation phenomenon with the following
illustrative example.

5 Unbalanced is referred to a case when all the sources contending over a segment o f a ring have different
bandwidth requirements. This diversity stems from the non-uniformity o f the add/drop traffic to/from the
ring.
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Flow 1-3
622 Mbps

Flow 2 -3
5Mbps
------------

Parking lot scenario

Figure 2-8: Unbalanced traffic demands

Example 2-1: Let us use the classical “parking lot scenario” that has been described
in [27] and we depict it in Figure 2-8. There are two flows competing over a congested
link 2-3 with total bandwidth o f 622 Mbps. Flows 1-3 and 2-3 have constant demands o f
622 Mbps and 5 Mbps, respectively. This unbalanced demand creates a bottleneck at the
link 2-3. Since the aggregated traffic rate at link 2-3 exceeds the link capacity, congestion
is detected by node 2.
With RPR-AM, node 2 sends a feedback message to node 1 indicating the add rate
o f node 2 is 5 Mbps. Node 1 then limits its rate from 622 Mbps to 5 Mbps. At this point,
the rate on the link 2-3 becomes 10 Mbps and hence, the congestion clears. Subsequently,
node 1 increases its rate, up to 617 Mbps, based on a ramp-up scheme [15], e.g., low-pass
filtering, until congestion at node 2 happens again. Repeating this cycle, the traffic o f
node 1 permanently oscillates between the maximum rate o f 617 Mbps and the low rate
o f 5 Mbps as shown in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: Simulation results demonstrating bandwidth oscillations with RPR-AM
Unbalanced traffic is also problematic for RPR-CM. With this mode, the advertised
rate is calculated based on the number o f active nodes at the time o f congestion. For the
given example, CM mode estimates the fair rate to be 311 Mbps since there are two
active nodes contributing to the congestion. At this point, the total traffic rate at node 2 is
316 Mbps, so that congestion clears. Node 1 then increases its sending rate up to 617
Mbps when congestion happens again at the link 2-3. Repeating this cycle, the rate o f
node 1 oscillates between 311 Mbps and 617 Mbps.

2)

Throughput loss

Throughput loss in RPR is a consequence o f two phenomena: bandwidth oscillations
and lack o f bandwidth sharing [27] [28].
The impact o f bandwidth oscillation on throughput loss can be seen from Example 21 described in the previous subsection. In this example, RPR-AM first estimates the fair
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rate as the add rate o f node 2, i.e., 5 Mbps. Although the rate o f 5 Mbps is fair to both
nodes, the utilization at link 2-3 is very low. The total bandwidth used for the two flows
is only 10 Mbps, and hence, 612 Mbps o f bandwidth is wasted. Our simulation results
showed that the throughput loss can be up to 30% for the 2-flow case in Example 2-1.
The result is described in Chapter 4.
If bandwidth is not shared properly, throughput loss occurs. Bandwidth sharing
implies that the unused portion o f the bandwidth allocated to one node can be reclaimed
by other nodes. The allocated bandwidth may be unused either due to the lack o f demand
or because the flow is bottlenecked elsewhere. However, RPR does not have an efficient
bandwidth sharing mechanism to satisfy the dynamic demands o f different nodes. As in
Example 2-1, the initial fair rate is estimated as 311 Mbps with RPR-CM mode while
node 2 only requires 5 Mbps and cannot use all the allocated bandwidth o f 311 Mbps.
The unused bandwidth o f 306 Mbps is wasted because it cannot be reclaimed by node 1
that has high demand o f 622 Mbps. Also, throughput loss can occur if one node reduces
its demand below fair rate and other nodes cannot utilize the unused bandwidth.

3)

Slow Convergence

Convergence time represents the time it takes for a node to reach a steady state fair
rate. RPR fairness algorithm starts with an estimated initial fair rate and, over many
fairness control cycles, it attempts to reach the optimal fair rate that maximizes
bandwidth utilization. Note that converging to the optimal fair rate may never occur when
there is significant variability in the traffic demand o f any node that contributes to
congestion.
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The feedback control nature o f the RPR fairness algorithm implies that there is delay
between the time the fair rate is calculated and the time it is taken into effect. The results
in [35][36] showed that the convergence time is a function o f link propagation delay and
total delay.
A potential problem o f large convergence time is that the traffic pattern can change
before the fair rate converges. The system may never reach steady state if this happens. A
sudden decrease in bandwidth usage o f a connection can potentially increase the usage o f
other connections that share bandwidth with that connection. However, sources can
increase their bandwidth usage to the new fair allocation only after a propagation delay.
Thus, in a network where usage patterns change rapidly with time, even if the fair rate is
estimated accurately at a downstream node, source may not receive the fair allocation on
time, i.e., by the time a source adapts to the current allocation, the fair rate may has
already changed. We present quantified performance results on convergence time in
Chapter 4.

4)

Large Access Delay

Access delay is defined as the delay from the time a packet arrived to a node till the
time it gets on the ring. A good fairness algorithm should allow every node access its fair
share o f ring bandwidth with minimal delay.
In RPR, however, a node could be prohibited from accessing the ring, i.e.,
experience starvation, for a long time if upstream nodes send excessive traffic. The
starved node can only access the ring bandwidth when the fairness control scheme takes
into effect. Because o f the closed loop feedback nature o f the RPR fairness algorithm,
there is a delay between the time the fair rate is calculated and the time it comes into
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effect [37][38]. This delay, at minimum, is the summation of the round trip time (to allow
the fairness messages reach all the upstream nodes) and the processing time at each node.
W e explore the access delay performance o f RPR through both analysis and simulations
in Chapter 4.

2.3

Enhancements to RPR Fairness Algorithm
Over the past few years, several proposals were made to address the limitations of

RPR [27][35][39][40][41], We describe them in this section.
1) Distributed Virtual Time Scheduling in Rings (DVSR)
DVSR [27] aims at addressing the first three limitations of RPR: bandwidth
oscillations, throughput loss and large convergence time. The idea behind DVSR is that
each node conducts remote fa ir queuing. This means that each node remotely controls its
upstream nodes by informing them to send packets at the rate they would receive in a
General Process Sharing (GPS) system [42], shown in Figure 2-10.

iM u x l
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|
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tbt

Figure 2-10: Illustration o f remote fair queuing: (a) GPS server (b) DVSR
approximation
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To achieve this approximated fair rate control, DVSR needs to know the traffic
demand of each node. However, this information is difficult to obtain due to the

distributed nature o f the bandwidth allocation problem, traffic dynamics and link
propagation delay. Instead, each node uses per ingress byte counters to measure the
arrival rate from the upstream nodes and its own add traffic as illustrated in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: M easurem ents o f the arrival rate (Ai)

DVSR implicitly assumes that the measured arrival rates represent the demands from
the upstream nodes. The fair rate is then calculated based on the estimated demands from
the measurements obtained during each control interval T.
Let us consider an arbitrary node n. Assume that there are k nodes sending traffic to
node n, including the local traffic o f node n. Assume the rates from the k nodes are
ordered in a downward decreasing order, i.e., A/ < A 2 < ... < Afo where the subscripts of
the rates indicate the order, not the indexes of the transmitting nodes. The DVSR fair rate
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at node n, F , is computed using the pseudo code listed in Figure 2-12. The algorithm is
based on the following recursive equation:

F ”=

m a x (4 ) + ( C - £ 4 )

if

J ^ A ,< C

^
(C - y w <r A,)/1

otherwise

.

(2.1)

where C is the available (unreserved) link bandwidth and I is the number o f flows whose
rates are greater or equal to F i.e., / = | { /: At £ F }|.

F- = A1 + ( C - ' £ a , )
i

/
else{
y' = i;

F" - \ / k \
count - k;
L = C\
while((Aj < F n) and (Ak > F n)){
count — ;
L =L-Af,
F" = L I count',
j = j + 1;
}

Figure 2-12: DVSR fair rate calculation

When there is no congestion, the DVSR fair rate is simply the largest arrival rate Ak
plus the unused bandwidth as shown in (2.1). When congestion happens, the algorithm
computes the fair rate based on the max-min fairness scheme [43]. Note that there is a
difference between the max-min fairness scheme and DVSR. In DVSR, the max-min
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rates are not allocated to the upstream nodes individually, instead, one rate is advertised
to all the upstream nodes. This rate is the largest rate obtained from the max-min
calculation. When an upstream node receives this maximum rate, it makes one o f the
following two decisions based on its demand. If the demand is less than this rate, the
demand is granted; otherwise, it is capped by this rate. By doing so, DVSR approximates
the max-min fair rate allocation through this maximum fair rate advertisement.
DVSR mimics GPS scheduling and max-min fairness as it uses traffic measurement
to calculate the fair rate at every control interval. As a result, DVSR offers some
improvements in bandwidth oscillations, convergence time, and throughput compared to
RPR [21]. However, it suffers from the following disadvantages:
•

Unfairness

The unfairness in DVSR is a direct consequence o f using the following two
mechanisms. The first one is the mechanism o f allocating unused bandwidth. When
the bandwidth is not fully utilized, DVSR calculates the fair rate to be the maximum
flow rate plus the unallocated bandwidth. This could lead to unfairness for the
downstream nodes. Assume the link is not fully utilized and one node decreases its
demand by S, the fair rate then increases by S. If the number o f upstream nodes is N
and every node increases their rates by S, the resulting traffic increase at the
downstream node is N-d. This means that the fair share o f the downstream node can
be reduced by N-d. The second one is its fair rate advertisement mechanism. DVSR
sends the maximum fair rate obtained from max-min calculation to all upstream
nodes in order to achieve maximum utilization. If every node has constant demand,
there is no problem. However, if an upstream node / increases its demand, f , to the
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fair rate F (assume F - f = S>0), the downstream node may suffer a rate decrease o f S
which is unfair.
•

Inaccuracy in demand estimation

A downstream node that conducts fair rate calculation does not have the knowledge
o f how much bandwidth each upstream node really needs. Hence, it assumes the
measured arrival rates can represent the bandwidth demands o f the upstream nodes.
This assumption is not always true because o f three reasons: (1) The demands may
change during the fair rate estimation time; (2) The observed arrival rate is subject to
the constraints imposed by the advertised fair rate; (3) There are multiple transit
buffers along the path. The measured arrival rate at a node is actually the output rate
o f the upstream transit buffer; not the sending rate at the source.
As result o f the inaccurate demand estimation, the fair rate calculated may not
reflect the true demands.
•

Large Complexity:

DVSR is complex in three aspects:
a. Computational complexity: Fair rate calculation in DVSR requires sorting the
set o f arrival rates, A? s, in every control interval, T. The computational
complexity for this operation is 0(Nlog2N) where N stands for the number o f
nodes on the ring.
b. Hardware complexity: The requirement o f a counter for every upstream node
adds additional hardware complexity to the design o f a node. The maximum
number o f counters at each node is 256.
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c. System complexity: Whether a node is congested or not, it needs to calculate
the fair rate and advertise this rate in every control interval. This results in
large processing overhead in DVSR.
2) Virtual Queuing (VQ)
In an attempt to improve the unfairness problem o f DVSR, VQ [39] was proposed. A
VQ node uses the same counters as in DVSR to measure the arrival rates o f the upstream
nodes. Moreover, VQ identifies the number o f nodes sending below and above the fair
rate during the previous control interval. The nodes with arrival rate below the fair rate
are termed ‘‘input-limited” nodes since their rates are limited by the demands (input); not
by the fair rate. The nodes with arrival rate o f fair rate are termed “rate-limited” nodes
since their rates are limited by the fair rate. As it will be illustrated in Example 2.2, VQ
subtracts the total rate o f the “input-limited” nodes from the available bandwidth. The
remaining bandwidth is then divided by the number o f “rate-limited” nodes. The result is
assumed as the fair rate. This procedure is the same as max-min algorithm except that it
does not require sorting o f the arrival rates [44], Instead, it applies a linear comparison
between the arrival rate and the current fair rate. Also, the new fair rate uses the previous
fair rate calculation which results in computational complexity o f O(N) in comparison
with 0(Nlog2N) o f DVSR.
VQ reduces the unfairness problem o f DVSR by addressing the first issue o f DVSR.
When there is an unused bandwidth o f 5 and there are N rate limited upstream nodes, VQ
increases the fair rate by 5/7V, i.e., the unused bandwidth is shared among the rate-limited
nodes. While DVSR increases the new fair rate by <5. The results in [39] have shown that
the unfairness at a downstream node is less compared to DVSR.
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However, VQ has not fully addressed the following issues:
•

Unfairness

Although VQ improves the fairness o f DVSR by allocating the unused bandwidth in
a more conservative manner, it does not address the second issue with the DVSR
which is the rate advertisement. In fact, both DVSR and VQ use the same principle
in advertising the largest max-min fair rate. This results in potential unfairness for
downstream nodes if an input-limited node increases its demand to the fair rate.
•

Throughput loss

VQ approximates the max-min allocation by omitting the recursive loop in order to
reduce the computational complexity. However, this is done at the expense of
throughput loss. Let us elaborate this further. Assume F(k) is the fair rate calculated
during the control interval k. If the measured arrival rate o f node I is the same as

F(k), VQ considers it a rate-limited node. VQ then calculates F(k+1). Assume
F(k+1) > F(k). If the demand o f node

f , is larger than F(k) but smaller than

F(k+1), F(k)< f < F(k+1), there is bandwidth waste equal to (F(k+l)-fi)> 0, which
directly contributes to the throughput loss. In contrast, DVSR avoids this situation as
it uses a recursive loop in its max-min rate calculation. The following example
further illustrates this scenario.

Example 2.2: Consider four flows sharing a link with normalized link capacity o f 1.
The flows have constant demands o f 0.1, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 (shown in Figure 2-13).
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Figure 2-13. Illustration for Example 2.2
Assume that at the first control interval, the fair rate is set to be 1/4=0.25 and every
node has to throttle to this rate. At the second interval, since the link utilization is
0.1+0.1+0.25+0.25 = 0.7, the fair rate should be increased to achieve higher
utilization. Based on the measurement results in the first interval, there are two flows
below the fair rate and two flows sending at the fair rate, i.e., there are two “inputlimited” nodes and two “rate-limited” nodes. The new rate is then calculated as
following:
(l-0.1-0.1)/2=0.4.
However, 0.4 is not the optimal fair rate since it results in bandwidth utilization o f
only 90%, i.e., 0.1+0.1+0.3+0.4 = 0.9, resulting in 10% o f throughput loss. The
reason is that VQ assumes both rate-limited nodes have equal demand o f the link
capacity o f 1 while in fact the demands o f the two flows are 0.3 and 0.5. It takes
another control interval to reach the optimal (max-min) fair rate o f 0.5, raising the
utilization to 100%. When there are more flows dynamically changing their demand,
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it takes VQ many iterations to reach the “optimal” fair rate that maximizes the
bandwidth utilization.
•

Lack of minimum fair share guarantee

VQ cannot guarantee the minimum fair share o f C/N where C represents the link rate
and N is the number o f nodes sharing the link. This is because VQ uses the rate
calculated in the previous control interval to derive the new fair rate. On the other
hand, DVSR uses the recursive loop shown in Figure 2-12 with starting initial rate o f

C/N. This can be illustrated by the following example:

Example 2.3: Consider four flows sharing the output link o f node 4. The demands of
the flows from node 1, 2, 3, and 4 are: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, respectively.
In the first control interval, assume the fair rate is:
F, = 0.25.
In the second control interval, node 1 and node 2 are input-limited, while the other
two nodes are rate-limited. Hence,
F2 = (l-0.1-0.2)/2 = 0.35.
Assume node 1 and node 2 increase their demand to the fair rate o f 0.35. The
measured arrival rates at node 4 become: 0.35, 0.35, 0.3, and 0.4. Note that node 4 is
the local node with demand (arrival rate) o f 0.4 but it cannot add anything to the ring
because the three upstream nodes have used the entire bandwidth.
In the third control interval, only node 3 is input-limited; the other three nodes are
rate-limited, hence, the fair rate is calculated as following:
F3 = (1-0.3)73 = 0.23
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The rate o f 0.23 is smaller than the minimum fair share o f 0.25. This under
estimation o f the rate results in 8% throughput loss.
•

Large Complexity

Although VQ reduces the computational complexity o f DVSR by eliminating
sorting operation, it still needs to perform a linear comparison between the fair rate
and the arrival rate o f all upstream nodes. In addition, VQ has the same hardware
and system complexity as DVSR does.

3)

Low Complexity Distributed Bandwidth Allocation (LCDBA)
Alharbi and Ansari [40] [41] proposed a new algorithm, Low Complexity Distributed

Bandwidth Allocation (LCDBA), which is also based on DVSR scheme, with the
difference that it calculates the fair rate by a simple equation:

Fk = C !N k,

(2.2)

where F* is the fair rate at node k, C is the available bandwidth, Nk is the effective
number o f active nodes at node k. The key issue o f this algorithm is to find N k , which is
not necessarily an integer.
Similar to DVSR, LCDBA uses counters to measure the arrival rates o f the upstream
nodes. At the end o f a control interval, these rates are compared to the current fair rate in
order to obtain the activity level o f all nodes. If a node sends more than the fair rate, it is
considered as fully active.

If an upstream node sends less than the fair rate, it is

considered partially active. The effective number o f active nodes Nk is then determined
as follows:
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W4 = £ m i n ( A ,
i= i

(2.3)

A t

where B, is the counter representing the arrival rate from the upstream node i and N is
total number o f nodes in the ring. By applying (2.3), the unused bandwidth by the
partially active nodes can be re-allocated to other active nodes with higher demand.
This approach improves the utilization to some extent with less computational
complexity. However, there are some shortcomings associated with this approach.
•

Slow Convergence

Compared to DVSR and VQ, LCDBQ requires longer time to achieve the optimal
fair rate through its simple calculation. We illustrate this using the Example 2.2,
given earlier. There are four flows sharing one link with constant demand o f 0.1,
0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. Assume the initial fair rate at the first control interval is 1/4=0.25. At
the

second

interval,

the

measured

number o f effective

active nodes

is

(0.1/0.25+0.1/0.25 + 1 + 1) = 2.8. Thus, the new fair rate is 1/2.8=0.36. Carrying out
the same calculation for the third interval results in a new fair rate o f 0.47. It takes a
few more control intervals to reach to the optimal (max-min) fair rate o f 0.5. This
results in throughput loss, until the optimal fair rate is achieved.
•

Large Complexity

Compared to DVSR, LCDBA doesn’t require sorting, however, it needs a record o f
how much each node is sending relative to the fair rate. It also needs to perform a

division to obtain the degree o f activeness o f each node.
•

Unfairness
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Since LCDBA uses the same strategy as DVSR in advertising the fair rate, the
downstream nodes are subject to unfairness as well.
4) Enhanced Conservative Mode
The original RPR Conservative Mode (RPR-CM) has poor convergence properties
and brings starvation to downstream nodes. To improve the performance o f RPR-CM, the
authors in [35] proposed “enhanced conservative mode algorithm” . This approach relies
on more accurate estimation o f the fair rate, earlier detection o f the congestion; and fast
re-evaluation o f the fair rate.
The contributions o f this paper include: (1) determining via extensive simulations the
frequency and accuracy o f fairness round trip time (FRTT) measurement needed to both
achieve acceptable system performance and avoid starvation o f downstream nodes; (2)
introducing a new medium threshold to provide an early detection o f congestion, thus
reducing the likelihood o f starvation o f the congested node; and (3) aggressively reducing
the rate when a node is severely congested.
However, the performance gain achieved through these modifications is at the price
o f more complexity including higher control overhead and more frequent control
messages, etc.

2.4

Summary
This chapter has described the state-of-the-art MAC schemes for packet ring

networks. The RPR standard is a new network technology developed by the IEEE.
Among RPR's most important properties are spatial reuse, resilience, service flexibility
and bandwidth efficiency. However, a key challenge for RPR is the design o f a fair MAC
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scheme. The RPR MAC is based on the BIR which assign non-preemptive priority to ring
traffic over node traffic. As a result, downstream nodes may suffer starvation problem
and fairness algorithm is required to ensure fair medium access. The RPR fairness
algorithm utilizes rate-based feedback control to provide fair medium access control to
FE traffic. However, it has certain performance limitations. Several proposals have been
made to address these limitations. These attempts offer some improvements at the
expense o f certain performance tradeoffs and implementation complexity.
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CHAPTER 3

3.1

Description of Virtual Source Queuing (VSQ)

Introduction
In chapter 2, we described the state-of-the-art MAC schemes for packet ring

networks including the RPR standard and its enhancements. A key part o f the RPR
standard is its framework for the provision o f distributed fairness control for FE traffic.
Fairness control is the main technical challenge o f the RPR standard and it has been an
active research topic because o f the traffic dynamics and the distributed nature o f the
control.
In this chapter, we propose a new MAC scheme, called VSQ, which complies with
the MAC design goals. We also design an effective flow control scheme, called OHB, in
order to provide lossless transit paths for VSQ. We then study the properties and
parameters setting o f VSQ.

3.2

Research Problem
From the discussion presented in Chapter 2, it becomes evident that there are four

problems with the RPR MAC and its rate feedback control mechanism. First, a source
cannot determine an increase in available bandwidth except by sending at a slightly
increased rate and then back off if feedback messages are received from downstream
nodes. Thus, a sudden large increase in the service rate can be adjusted only after several
round trip times. This is undesirable, particularly in high-speed networks, where the
bandwidth delay product is large. Second, it takes a few round trip times to adjust to a
sharp decrease in service rate. In the meantime, the bottleneck queue builds up. Third,
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when there is a decrease in service rate, the source sends at very nearly the service rate,
so the built up queues never shrink, and the network becomes more prone to packet loss.
Finally, the rate-increase strategy tends to push the network towards congestion, since the
source always tries an increased sending rate, until the rate can no longer be supported.
The above problems point to the need for a better rate control algorithm. However,
we observe that the enhancements to the RPR fairness control are based on the following
two approaches:
•

Provide more frequent feedback control as in “enhanced conservative mode”;

•

Advertise a high fair rate to achieve high utilization as in DVSR, VQ and
LCDBA.

To certain extent, these approaches improve RPR performance on oscillation,
throughput and convergence time at the expense o f more control overhead, complexity
and unfairness. However, these proposals failed to address two fundamental issues o f
RPR fairness control:
1) The first issue is the large access delay, which is a direct consequence o f feedback
rate control scheme. Theoretical results reported in [38] prove that oscillations are
inevitable for a fairly general form o f feedback based controls due to the delay in
the feedback.
2) The second issue is the lack o f bandwidth sharing as all the fairness control
schemes use one fair rate for all upstream nodes. The upstream nodes have
dynamic demands, which make it almost impossible to use one fair rate for all
nodes and, at the same time, achieve maximum utilization. If one upstream node
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decreases its demand by A, the unused bandwidth A cannot be used by other
nodes, resulting in a throughput loss o f A.
Table 3-1: Design goals compliance comparison
Design goals

RPR

DVSR

VQ

Fairness

Good

Poor

Average

High throughput

Poor

Good

Average

Low access delay

Poor

Good

Average

Simplicity

Good

Poor

Average

In summary, none o f the existing MAC schemes can achieve the design goals
described in Chapter 1. Table 3.1 shows a coarse comparison o f the three schemes
regarding the compliance with the MAC design goals. As seen from the table, tradeoffs
have been made among the metrics, i.e., none o f the schemes can simultaneously provide
guaranteed fairness, high throughput, short access delay and low complexity. For
example, DVSR improves the utilization by advertising high fair rate as opposed to the
low fair rate used in RPR, but it suffers more unfairness compared to RPR.
This finding motivates us to re-examine the RPR MAC shown in Figure 2-3. RPR
MAC is responsible for scheduling the access to the ring between the local add traffic and
the transit traffic. RPR MAC uses priority-based scheduling policy: transit traffic has
non-preemptive priority over local add traffic. Priority scheduling offers simple access
control and an express transit path for the high priority traffic with stringent delay
requirement. However, the priority scheduling is not suitable for FE traffic since it is
unable to provide fairness. In fact, we believe the priority scheduling in RPR MAC is the
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root cause o f the unfairness problem with RPR [45][46]. However, none o f the existing
fairness control schemes has tackled this fundamental cause. Instead, they provided an
overlay solution to alleviate the problem to certain degree by regulating the ring access
through fair rate estimation and feedback control. The rate control based approaches
cannot realize all the design goals. They doom to suffer from feedback delay and
inaccuracy in rate estimation, leading to unfairness and throughput loss. The inherent
unfairness problem o f RPR MAC makes the following two questions worth answering:
1) Is there a method to provide fair medium access control different from RPR
MAC?
2) Can we avoid the complex overlay fairness control schemes, if the new MAC can
fundamentally provide fairness?
This brings us to our research topic: fair medium access control scheme fo r metro packet

rings, which is illustrated in Figure 3-1.

Overlay
fairness
control
schemes

BIR with
inherent
unfairness

Existing MAC

MAC with
fairness.
(no overlay
fairness
control)

New MAC

Figure 3-1: Illustration of the research problem
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The objective o f the proposed research is to design a MAC scheme that fairly and
efficiently utilizes packet ring bandwidth. With respect to the stated research topic and
the state-of-the-art approaches, the two involved research issues are:
1) What is a suitable MAC scheme for metro packet rings?
2) What is the performance o f the proposed MAC in comparison with that o f RPR?
In the following sections, we detail our proposed approach and the methodology to
assess its performance.

3.3

VSQ MAC Scheme
An ideal MAC scheme for packet rings not only assures fairness for FE traffic but

also maximizes the throughput on each segment o f the ring. The main idea o f the
proposed approach is to provide a fair share o f the bandwidth to the competing nodes on
every link they pass through.
The RPR standard defines that when the demand for bandwidth on a segment o f the
ring is greater than the supply, the bandwidth shall be divided fairly among the nodes
sending packets over that part o f the ring. Every link o f a RPR ring works independently,
so that simultaneous transmission is achieved. The addition o f individual frames is not
synchronized between ringlets and the frame transmission event on any link is
independent o f the frame transmission events on other links [15].
In summary, packet rings have a unique fairness requirement. The add traffic o f each
ingress node should receive a fair share o f bandwidth on each link it demands [12] [27],
In other words, we can treat each link o f a ring as a separate resource and divide the
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bandwidth equally among nodes that share this link. Based on the above observations, we
formulate the fair access control problem o f packet rings and then propose our solution:

Let us consider a uni-directional ring with N nodes numbered from 1 to N along the
ring direction. For each node i (l<i<N), we define L-to be the bandwidth (or link
capacity) o f the outgoing link between node i and node (i+1) mod N. We call all the nodes
that send traffic through L, the sources o f l, ■The problem o f fair medium access equates
to how to fairly allocate the bandwidth o f l , among all the competing sources.

3.3.1 Description
To solve the above problem, we provide a virtual queue6 for traffic coming from each
possible source L, into the secondary (low priority) transit buffer. The maximum number
o f virtual queues at the transit buffer o f each node is (N-l) since a node does not send
traffic to itself. Let Qi(j) (l< j <N) represent the j

•ih

virtual queue at node /. A weight w fj)

is assigned to Q-fj) based on the relative importance o f that node. The option o f setting
different weights7 to different nodes could result in prioritizing the nodes and achieving
differentiated QoS. We call this access control scheme “Virtual Source Queuing (VSQ)”
[47], The term “virtual” is due to the fact that all the queues share one physical buffer and
the term “source queuing” is because the virtual queues are identified by their traffic
sources. Any work-conserving scheduling algorithm that provides fair sharing, such as
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [42], Token Bank Fair Queuing (TBFQ) [48], CreditBased Fair Queuing (CBFQ) [49], Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [50], Weighted Round

6The virtual queues can be implemented using link lists that share one physical buffer.
7 For sim plicity o f explanation, we consider all nodes have equal w eight o f 1, i.e., q,(j) = / for i j= 1....N.
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Robin (WRR) [51] [52] or Self-Clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ) [53], can be used to serve
these virtual source queues. The choice o f scheduling algorithm is implementationspecific and does not affect the framework o f VSQ. In this thesis, we choose WRR due to
its simplicity [54]8.
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of VSQ
Figure 3-2 illustrates the VSQ datapath with multiple virtual source-based queues in
the LP transit buffer. We mark the scheduling priority index as: HP transit traffic: 1, HP
Node traffic: 2, LP transit and Node traffic: 3. Recall that in the RPR data path shown in

8 We assum e the same average packet length for each source to sim plify analysis. How ever, this assum ption does not
affect the validity o f the fram ework o f VSQ. If the average packet length is different, w e can use D RR which
elim inates the unfairness due to different packet lengths. Authors of [55] propose to use DRR to schedule the high priority node
traffic and transit traffic to reduce the access delay of high priority node traffic. However, the congestion control (transit buffer
overflow) issue with this approach has not yet been addressed.
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Figure 2-3, the priority index is given as: HP transit traffic: 1, HP Node traffic: 2, LP has
priority over LP Node traffic. We see that the HP traffic is treated the same way in both
RPR and VSQ. The main difference between the two schemes is the way that LP traffic is
served. In VSQ, the LP ring traffic and LP node traffic are placed in the queues
associated with their source addresses. The scheduler serves all the source queues in a
fair manner to allow every node receive a guaranteed fair share o f the ring bandwidth. In
RPR, however, LP ring traffic has priority over LP node traffic, which can lead to
starvation and long access delay for LP node traffic. We can view the scheduler in VSQ
node as a 2-tier scheduler: LP traffic is served with a fair scheduler and HP traffic (with
reserved bandwidth) has priority over LP traffic.
Node 1

I

M od* 3

traffic

Figure 3-3: Illustration of the traffic flow isolation with VSQ
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Figure 3-3 shows the concept o f VSQ in a unidirectional ring with four nodes. Every
node has 4 virtual queues. For illustration purpose, we show only the LP traffic o f node 1
sent evenly to all other nodes. In each node, LP traffic o f node 1 is placed at virtual queue
1. As seen, traffic o f each source has been isolated from each other. Thus, an ill-behaving
source that sends excessive traffic may suffer delay or loss while a well-behaving source
node has guaranteed access to their fair share o f bandwidth.
A pseudo-code implementation o f the generic VSQ MAC is shown in Figure 3-4,
consisting o f Initialize, Enqueue and Dequeue routines. The initialize function is invoked
before the VSQ can be utilized, and it allocates memory for data structures and VSQ
parameters. The Enqueue function is invoked when a packet arrives. If a packet belongs
to an unknown flow, provision for a new virtual queue is necessary. This includes
memory allocation to accommodate the parameters associated with the new flow,
adjusting the total number o f flows, etc. The fair scheduler serves the virtual source
queues by using the Dequeue procedure.

3.3.2

VSQ Node Architecture

Figure 3-5 illustrates the architecture o f a VSQ node. Compared to the RPR node
architecture in Figure 2-7, VSQ eliminates three modules that are related to fairness
control: fair bandwidth allocation module, traffic monitor and rate controller/Virtual
Destination Queuing. The reason is that VSQ uses a fair scheduler to serve all the queues
so that every node can have guaranteed fair share o f the ring bandwidth without fair rate
estimation and fairness feedback control.
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Initialization:
Constants: Q U EU E JA A X : maximum num ber o f nodes on the ring;
Assign w[i], w eight o f node

1< i < Q U E U E JA A X

Enqueue: -Upon arrival o f packet p:
i = source address (p),

if (exisit!nActiveList(i)==FALSE) then
addToActiveList(i);

//add i to the tail o f active list

allocate (queue[ij); // Allocate a queue

End if
enqueue(i.p); //enqueue packet p to queue[i]
qlen[i]++;

//increment the number o f packets o f queue[i].

Dequeue:

While (TRUE) do
if ActiveList is not empty then
i=HeadofActiveList,
RemoveHeadofActiveList:
k = min(w[i], qlen[i]);
qlen[i] =qlen[i] - k;
serve 'k ' packets fro m queue[i];

if qlen[i] ==0 then
remove A ctiveL ist(i)

else addToActiveList(i);
end While

Figure 3-4: Pseudo code for VSQ
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Figure 3-5: VSQ node architecture

We describe the remaining modules in the following.
•

IB: Physically, it is the same as in the RPR node. However, RPR implements

VDQ in the IB in order to avoid HOL blocking, while VSQ does not need VDQ as
there is no HOL blocking.
•

TB: As in RPR node, this buffer holds traffic arriving from all the upstream

nodes. The difference in VSQ is that this buffer implements multiple virtual sourcebased queues. The LP ring traffic is placed into these virtual queues based on their
source addresses. The added complexity o f virtual source-based queues is offset by
the elimination o f VDQ at the IB o f RPR. We also show that the total buffer size
remains the same or less than RPR.
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•

Fair Scheduler: Unlike RPR which uses priority scheduler, VSQ uses fair

scheduler to serve all the source queues in both the transit buffer and the node buffer.
Since we assume WRR scheduler in this study, all the queues are served in a round
robin fashion.
•

Transit buffer management module: Similar to RPR, a buffer management

module is required to avoid buffer overflow given the limited size o f the transit
buffer. We propose an efficient buffer management scheme called OHB scheme to
ensure lossless transit paths. More details on this scheme are provided in the next
subsection.

3.4

Flow Control Scheme for VSQ: OHB
RPR standard calls for lossless transit paths, i.e., once a packet gets on the ring, it

cannot be lost during normal operation. In VSQ, the transit buffer consists o f multiple
source-based virtual queues and the scheme has the knowledge on the amount each source
contributes to the occupancy o f the transit buffer. This information can be utilized to avoid
buffer overflow so that there is no need to enforce fair rates at the ingress points as RPR
does. Based on this strategy, we propose a simple flow control scheme called OHB to
avoid buffer overflow in VSQ [47],

3.4.1

Description

We use two sets o f thresholds for each virtual source queue9: VSQHighThreshold and

VSQLowThreshold (VSQHighThreshold > VSQLowThreshold). A threshold is indicated

9 For simplicity, w e assume equal threshold and buffer allocation for all sources.
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as been exceeded whenever the number o f bytes queued in the virtual queue is greater than
the threshold value. If every node sends at its fair rate, there is no queue build up and the
feedback control scheme will not be activated. On the other hand, if a node sends traffic
more than its fair share, its queue length grows and the flow control scheme can directly
control this source queue.

“One-hop Backpressure" to upstream
neighbor once VSQHighThreshold
exceedet^
VSQHighThrr. hold

I

Source (i) virtual quaua

(i) virtual quaud

•

t

-

/

Source (i) virtual queue

///A

i

S > rce (i+ 1) virtual queue
NODE (i)

Source (i+1) virtual qu

NODE (i+1)
Source (l+2) virtual queu >

Node (l) traffic

Node (i+1) traffic

NODE (i+2)
Node (i+2) traffic

Procedure o f the VSQ feedback control to avoid buffer overflow:
Step 1: Detect potential buffer overflow of a certain source queue.
Step 2: Notify the neighboring upstream node to reduce the sending

rate from that specific source queue.

Figure 3-6: Illustration of OHB scheme
Figure 3-6 illustrates the operation o f OHB scheme. Let us consider the pair of
adjacent nodes on the ring, node (i+1) and node (i+2). When queue i at node (i+2),

Q,(i+2) exceeds the upper threshold, VSQHighThreshold, a feedback control message
OFF[i] is sent from node (i+2) to the upstream neighbor node (i+1). OFF[i] indicates
that the traffic from queue / at node (i+1), Q,(i+1). is excessive and it may cause buffer
overflow at the downstream node (i+2). This implies that flow / exceeded its fair share on
link between node (i+1) to node (i+2), L(j+i>. Therefore, node (i+1) decreases the
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transmission rate o f flow i by pausing servicing packets from queue Qi(i+1) until it
receives an ONfiJ signal from node (i+2). This ONfiJ signal is triggered when the queue

Qi(i+2) descends below the lower threshold, VSQLowThreshold. While the scheduler
pauses the service rate o f queue Qi(i+1), the utilization o f link La~it does not necessarily
decrease. This is because the scheduler is work-conserving and the link is utilized if other
queues are not empty.

-Upon arrival o f packetp at node (n):
i = source address(p);
enqueue packet p to queue[i]:
if (qlen[i] > VSQHighThreshold) then
send OFF[i] to upstream neighbor node (n-I)

-Upon departure o f packetp from queue[ij at node(n):

if (qlen[i] < VSQLowThreshold) then
sendON[i] to upstream neighbor node(n-I)
—Upon receiving OFFfiJ from downstream neighbor node (n)
block(i); //block serving queuefi] at node(n-l);

-Upon receiving ONfiJ from downstream node (n)
unblock(i); //resum e serving queuefi] at node(n-l);

Figure 3-7: Pseudo code of OHB scheme
Figure 3-7 shows the pseudo code for the scheme. The OHB scheme is very simple
since it only checks the queue length upon reception and transmission o f packets. The
checking o f the queue length in OHB accounts for the same overhead as in RPR-2TB
implementation. The backpressure control signal is efficient because not only it works
fast but also it does not contain fair rate information. It only requires 9 bits, 8 bits is used
to represent maximum 256 queues and one bit to identify the ON or OFF state. The
control signal is sent on the opposite direction and can be piggybacked onto a data packet
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if any is available, or use some reserved fields o f the data packets as the approached used
in [56], Thus, the overhead for carrying these control signals is minimal. The
backpressure control signal can be propagated, when it is necessary, on a hop-by-hop
basis to the source node that sends more than its fair share10. It is then up to the source
node to control its sending rate by queuing the traffic in the node buffer.
On the other hand, RPR feedback control is more complex because it is used not only
to prevent packet loss but also to enforce fair access. There are four steps involved in the
RPR feedback control operations as described in Section 2.2.1 (Figure 2-6). Because
RPR has no knowledge o f which source contributes to the buffer overflow, it has to
notify all the upstream nodes to slow down through fair rate estimation and feedback
mechanism. The fairness messages used in RPR has to include the fair rate information
and the source address o f the node that initiates the fairness message. RPR fairness frame
has 16 bytes and each node has to update its “fair rate” every control interval11. The
frequency o f advertising fairness message is controlled by advertisementlnterval that is
defined by the RPR standard as [15, page 240]:

advertisementlnterval = (8 * FAIRNESS SIZE) / (lineRate * advertisementRatio),(3 A)
where the advertisementRatio is defined as the ratio o f the link capacity reserved for
fairness frames to the lineRate. The advertisementRatio has a range o f [0.00025-0.01],
which means that the bandwidth used for fairness control messages could be up to 1%. In

10 OHB is a framework for feedback control. W e believe this approach is more effective than n-hop (where
n= 2,3, ... N) backpressure. This is because, intuitively, if the traffic burst length is long, then one-hop
backpressure is applied to a number o f hops through one-hop backpressure propagations. This allows
throughput maximization. By contrast deploying, n-hop backpressure may lead to throughput loss as the
burst length may be smaller than the round trip time through n-hops.
11 RPR standard defines a default value for the control interval: lOO/c for 622 Mbps link.
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addition, there is also overhead associated with the processing o f the fairness control
messages.
The simplicity in VSQ feedback control also results in less transit buffer requirement
compared to RPR as we show later in Chapter 4. This is because at any point o f time, the
OHB scheme tries to evenly distribute the packets o f a flow across the corresponding
buffers on a path from its source to its destination. While RPR lets the buffer

concentrates at the congested node, and hence, it requires every node to have a larger
buffer than in VSQ to prevent buffer overflow. Table 3-2 compares the feedback control
for RPR and VSQ.

Table 3-2 Comparison o f feedback control for RPR and VSQ
RPR
Objective

•

Prevent transit buffer overflow

•

Enforce fair rate

VSQ
•

Prevent transit buffer overflow

Control message

16 bytes include source address and fair rate

9 bits, include source queue number

content

information

and ON/OFF indication.

Frequency for

•

control messages

every node updates and sends its fair rate;

congestion. W hen there is no

•

congestion, there is no feedback.

Every control interval (e.g., 100/is),

Every advertisement interval (1 0 0 /s ),

Only upon threshold crossing/

every node advertises the rate it receives.

Response time

M ulti-hop delay: from the congested node

One-hop delay: the blocking the

for control

to the source, receive the fair rate and

service o f one source queue only

message to take

enforce the fair rate

takes one-hop-delay

into effect
Buffer size

•

requirem ent12

congested node

path.

•

•

Buffer is concentrated at the

Buffer should be large enough to hold

•

Buffer is distributed alone the

Buffer should be large enough to

all the transit traffic during the response

hold all the transit traffic during the

time which is large.

response time w hich is small.

12 Detail analysis on transit buffer size requirements is given in Section 4.8.
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There are some important differences between OHB scheme and previous flow
control schemes [57][58][59][60][61] We compare OHB with two main categories: HopBy-Hop (HBH) flow control [62] and ON-OFF flow control [63], It is noted that the
OHB scheme employs the principle o f ON-OFF flow control. However, the difference
lies in that the OFF signal is sent only to the “guilty” source queue with OHB as opposed
to blocking the whole scheduler with ON-OFF flow control. Autonet, a high-speed local
area network, uses an ON-OFF type o f flow control mechanism between nodes [63].
However, it is a “source-blind” scheme meaning it does not have per source queuing. As
a result, it causes unfair service to users, spreads congestion to other nodes and causes
oscillations in the queue occupancy at the bottleneck. Because o f these factors, the
control mechanism used in Autonet does not appear to be useful for wide area or
metropolitan area high-speed networks.
OHB implicitly controls the rate so that there is no need to calculate the rate
explicitly. While the HBH rate control [64] would require an accurate rate calculation at
the bottleneck for each flow at each cycle. Other window-based HBH schemes [43]
would require accurate state information about each connection, such as the sequence
number o f packets, to be available at the switch. In addition, they do not distinguish
between connections and requires the control o f a window size. For quick reference,
Table 3-3 compares the difference between OHB and other flow control schemes.
The advantage o f OHB is a natural result o f utilizing the source information in the
VSQ scheme. We can use Figure 3-6 to illustrate this advantage. Assume node (i+2) is
congested and the queue level in source queue i exceeds the threshold. This triggers an

OFF[i] signal from node (i+2) to node (i+1). Once node (i+1) receives this backpressure
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signal, it only blocks the transmission o f virtual source queue (i). This indirectly
penalizes the traffic from source (i) to node (i+2).

Table 3-3: Comparison of flow control schemes
Explicit or implicit

End-to-end or hop-

Source

rate control

by-hop

source aware

ON-OFF

Implicit

Hop-by-hop

Source blind

HBH

Explicit

Hop-by-hop

Source blind

VSQ-OHB

Implicit

Hop-by-hop

Source aware

3.4.2

blind

or

Analysis

In this section, we conduct some analysis to show that OHB is an effective flow
control scheme. Let us first prove the following propositions for ease o f analysis.

Proposition 3.1: Consider traffic arriving at an initially idle node i with a rate r, let Sj
denote the service rate at node i.
(a) If r <Sj, there is no queuing at node /, and the departure rate from node i is r.
(b) If r > s^ there is queuing at node i, and the departure rate from node / is sr

Proof:
(a)
to,

Initially, since the node is idle, its queue is empty. If the first packet arrives at time

it will depart at time to + 1/s,. Packets in the arriving stream are spaced \/r time units

apart. Thus, the next packet arrives at time to + 1/r. Since r <Sj, l/r> I/s, and t 0 + 1/r >
to

+ 1/sj, the next packet arrives only after the first one has left. Thus, there is no queuing
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at the server. The departure rate o f the packets is constrained only by the arrival rate, and
hence the output stream from the server has a rate r.
(b)

Since the departure o f the first packet happens after the arrival o f the next packet,

the second packet will be queued in the server. If there is a queue already, and a packet
arrives before the departure o f the previous packet, it will only add to the queue. Since
the departure stream from the server has an inter-packet spacing o f l/st, the output stream
is at rate s,.

Proposition 3.2: Consider two adjacent nodes i and i+1. I f data enters node i at a
rate r such that S

j > r >

Sj+i,

queuing occurs only at the node i+1.

Proof:
Since r <

there is no queuing at node / (using Proposition 3.1-(a)). Hence, the

departure rate o f packets from node /, as well as the arrival rate at node i+1 is r. Sicne r>

Sj+i, there is queuing at the node /+ / (using Proposition 3.1 -(b)).
Note that in our model, it is not possible to have more than one bottleneck. While
queuing may occur at more than one node, the service rate o f a flow is determined by the
lowest indexed node with a service rate o f p, and this will be the bottleneck.

The motivation o f OHB flow control scheme is based on the following observations:
1) VSQ allows each node to have the knowledge o f which sources exceeds its fair
share.
2) Based on Proposition 3.1, if a source sends at the rate o f the bottleneck fair rate, it
will have no queue.
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3)

Based on Proposition 3.2, if a source sends at the rate higher than the bottleneck
fair rate, the queue grows at the bottleneck.

4) If a node with large buffer notifies its upstream neighbor, the information will
propagate to the source. Independent transmission over nodes allows flow control
to be exercised at each node along the path o f a traffic stream.
5)

One o f the special features o f packet rings is that each node on the ring acts as

both a source and a switch, i.e., it has both the function o f adding and passing
traffic. Hence, it is possible to apply one-hop backpressure flow control. While
with a regular switched network, one-hop control is infeasible because sources
and switches are separate.
6) With OHB, intermediate nodes play an active role in regulating traffic. This is
feasible in packet ring networks with VSQ MAC where each node has the source
information through virtual source queues. While RPR feedback control is

“source-blind" regulation mechanism resulting in unnecessary blocking o f wellbehaving sources. Each intermediate node controls the sending rates for
individual traffic streams. OHB is a decentralized scheme where only the
feedback received from the nearest neighbor is used by the node for regulating
network traffic. As a result, OHB has shorter delay in its feedback cycle
compared to the end-to-end round trip time in a ring. The reduced lag time leads
to more responsive and accurate control o f traffic.
The primary goal o f the OHB is to prevent buffer overflow and match the sending
rate o f a source to the service rate observed at the downstream bottleneck link. The rate
adaptation procedure also attempts to maintain a queuing o f waiting packets at each
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intermediate node. This queuing allows a flow to quickly increase its sending rate when
any additional capacity becomes available. The desired number o f packets waiting at
each hop, referred to as a buffer threshold, is a user-specific parameter. We examine in
Section 3.6 how to tune this parameter to trade-off buffer size and control overhead.
OHB has certain advantages, particularly in networks with a large propagation delaybandwidth product. Since VSQ provides the source information, OHB seems to be an
optimal choice. Finally, because OHB restricts traffic overloads to the periphery o f a
network, well-behaving nodes are protected from ill-behaving nodes. The simulation
results in Chapter 4 support these intuitive arguments.

3.5

P ro p erties o f VSQ
In this section we present a detailed analysis o f the performance characteristics o f the

VSQ MAC scheme based on the following important properties.
•

Rate guarantee: VSQ provides a minimum rate guarantee for each flow on the
ring.

•

Fairness bound: VSQ ensures the rate difference between two flows is bounded.

•

Access delay bound: VSQ offers bounded access delay, i.e., bounded waiting time
for a node to access its fair share o f ring bandwidth.

•

Isolation: VSQ provides a firewall protection among all flows.

Before discussing these properties, we introduce some formal definitions used in this
section.
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Definition 3.1: Define a flow as a sequence o f packets generated by the same node.
At any link o f an V-node ring, there are maximum N flows sharing the link. Each node is
assigned a weight w* (1 <k<N). The flow originated from node k has a weight o f w*.

Definition 3.2: Define active flow as a flow that has at least one packet awaiting service
or being served during a certain time interval. Active List is a list o f active flows.

Definition 3.3: Define backlogged flow as a flow that has packets awaiting
transmission or already being transmitted.

Definition 3.4: Define Tsession(k) as the duration o f the time period that flow k has one
or more backlogged periods.

Definition 3.5: Define Sentflti.tfl as the service offered, i.e., amount o f traffic
transmitted by flow k (k=l,2, ...N') during the interval [ti,tj, 0<ti<t2<Tsession(k).

Definition 3.6: Define a round as a round robin iteration during which the WRR
scheduler serves all the flows that are present in the Active List.

Definition 3.7: Define W(i) as the sum o f the weights o f all active flows that are
being served by the WRR server at node i. Wsumis the sum o f the weights o f all nodes.

Definition 3.8: Define M as the size (in bits) o f the largest packet. Define m as the
size (in bits) o f the largest packet that is actually served during the execution o f a
scheduling algorithm. Note M>m.

3.5.1

Fair Rate Guarantee

We show that VSQ offers a guaranteed rate service for each flow on the ring. Each
node can access its guaranteed rate with minimum delay.
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Proposition 3.3. For a backlogged flow k (k= l,2,...N) that is served under VSQ with
a weight o f Wk, and the link rate o f C, the guaranteed minimum service rate is rk=
(wk/Wsum)-C.
Proof:
Since each source-based virtual queue is served independently, the backlogs in the
queues are therefore served independently. A backlogged packet in a source queue cannot
be affected by the backlogs from other source queues.
According to the Definition 3.7, a flow k has a weight o f w* and the total weight o f all
the active flows passing link / is W(i). Thus, at node i, flow k receives service rate o f
rt (i)= (wt / W(/))• C.

(3.2)

Because the maximum value o f W(i) is Wsum across all the links along the end-to-end
path, flow k can receive the minimum service rate o f

rk = minis(1. ..v, rk{i) = ( wk /Wsum)-C .

3.5.2

(3.3)

Fairness Bound

To evaluate the fairness o f

VSQ scheme, we deploy the widely

used throughput

fairness measure called Fairness Bound (FB) introduced in [53]. FB measures the worst
case difference between the normalized service received by different flows that are
backlogged during any time interval. It is clear that there is no need to compare a flow
that is not backlogged with the backlogged ones because the former does not receive any
service. If the value o f the FB is small, it means that the service discipline closely
emulate a bit-by-bit round-robin fair server.
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Definition 3.8: We define FB as
S e n t\tx,t2] Sentj[tv t2]

FB = max

W,

where Senti [/,,*,] is defined (in Definition 3.5) to represent the service received by flow
/ during[/,,/,], 0<^tj<^t2<-TsesSjOn and Tsessj0n

tnin (Tsessi0n(i), Tsessj0n(j)). FB represents the

maximum absolute value o f the bandwidth difference between all pairs o f flows i and j,

i,j = 1,2,...N. The smaller the FB is, the better the fairness algorithm would be [81]. For
ideal fairness, FB is zero whereas for any packetized system, FB is bounded away from
zero by a constant.
With WRR scheduling, each flow / has an weight w,. The server visits all flows in a
predetermined order. When the server visits a source queue i, it serves up to a maximum
o f iv, packets in a first-come-first-served manner.
Let rij and n; denote the total round-robin rounds received by two continuously
backlogged flows i and j in the interval [fp /2]> respectively. Without loss o f generality,
we assume that flow i starts receiving service before flow j does, thus, we have
(3.4)
Using definition 3.6, we have the following for flow i,

S e n t\t„ t2] =

(3.5)

Sentj [tl,t2\ = nj wj .

(3.6)

and similarly, we have for flow j,

Combine (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain:
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Sentl [/,, t2]

Sentj[t{,t2]

n,Wj

rijWj

w ,

wj

W

Wj

= k - « , <1.

(3.7)

Based on (3.7), we have the FB for VSQ as:

S e n t\t^ t2] Sentj [r,,f2]
FB vsq = max
W.

3.5.3

w,

= 1.

(3.8)

Access Delay Bound

Definition 3.9: Define access delay bound as the maximum time between the instant
the first packet o f a new flow arrives in its queue and the instant the packet is scheduled.
A small bound on the access delay guarantees that the scheduler serves a new flow or
an active flow within an acceptable finite time. In the following theorem we derive the
VSQ bound.

Theorem 3.1. For a VSQ node that serves n active flows with link rate C, the access
delay, D, o f a newly active flow has an upper bound given by
D<

C

Proof:
When the first packet o f a newly active flow arrives at the node queue, the flow is
placed at the tail o f the Active List and is served after all the n previously active flows are
served. When WRR server visits queue /, it serves up to w; packets (Definition 3.1). We
use Sentj(k) to denote the number o f packets that are transmitted from flow i in the kth
round. Wsum is the total weight as defined in Definition 3.7. M is defined in Definition 3.8
as the maximum packet size. We have:

S en tfk)< Mwn

(!</<«)
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Summing up the Sentj(k) over all the flows, we obtain:
(3.10)

Therefore, a maximum o f WMsum packets may be served before the scheduler begins to
serve the newly active flow. The statement o f the theorem is then readily proven and the
access delay is bounded by

<

D<
C

3.5.4

MWsum

(3.11)

C

Isolation

VSQ offers isolation among different flows by providing separate source queues. The
services are isolated from each other. Ill-behaving sources cannot abuse the network
resources. Excessive packets from such sources experience long transit time through the
ring but they do not affect the packets from the well-behaving sources. In RPR, on the
other hand, since there is no separation o f sources, a well-behaving source may be starved
by ill-behaving ones. The isolation in VSQ provides a strong incentive for ill-behaving
sources to improve their behavior. The simulation results on the isolation property o f
VSQ are shown in Chapter 4.

3.6

R e c o m m e n d a tio n s fo r s e ttin g V SQ p a ra m e te rs
Because o f the requirements for fair rate estimation and feedback mechanism, RPR

needs to set more than twenty heuristic parameters, such as, weights, rate rump up/down
parameters, buffer thresholds, control intervals, and low pass filter coefficients, etc. The
setting o f these parameters has major impact on the performance metrics such as
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convergence time [3 5] [3 7] In contrast, VSQ does not require fair rate estimation and
feedback fairness control, hence, it only requires setting o f three parameters: weight,

VSQHighThreshold and VSQLowThreshold. The guidelines for setting these parameters
are described in the following.

3.6.1

Weight
As part o f the scheduler setting, a weight is used in distributing the FE traffic over a

congested link. A node with higher weight can get larger bandwidth share in a congested
link. We model a flow as a sequence o f packets from the same source node over a series
o f nodes. The weight o f the flow is the same as the weight o f the source node.
Since every node has a minimum bandwidth requirement for its fairness eligible
traffic, the weights can be set based on the minimum bandwidth requirement o f a node.
For simplicity o f explanation, we consider that VSQ scheme is applied to a fixed
networking configuration. We assume during the initialization phase, each node i o f an
A-node ring requests a minimum bandwidth, r, (1 <i <N). Let rmin represent the lowest
value o f rj’s and C represent the unreserved ring bandwidth. Since all the FE traffic share
the unreserved ring bandwidth, a necessary constraint is that the sum o f the r ,’s should
not exceed the unreserved link capacity:
(3.12)

To allow each flow to receive the service proportional to its minimum bandwidth
requirement, VSQ scheme assigns a weight to each flow. The weight assigned to flow i,
w„ is given by:
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We demonstrate this weight assignment procedure in the following example.

Example 3-4: Consider a ring with N=6 and link capacity of 622Mbps. Assume that 72
Mbps o f the bandwidth is reserved for high priority traffic, the remaining bandwidth o f
550 Mbps is shared by 6 nodes with the matrix o f the minimum bandwidth requirements
given as

ri = r2 = r? = r4 = 50 Mbps,
r$= 100 Mbps,
re =200 Mbps.
The requirements from the six nodes satisfy equation (3.12), i.e.,
6

< 550 Mbps,
;=i
and we have

rmin=50Mbps.
The weights for these six nodes can then be assigned using (3.13) as
W/ =W 2 = Wj = W4

Wj

=

1,

= 2,

W6= 4.
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3.6.2

Buffer Thresholds

The queue thresholds, VSQHighThreshold and VSQLowThreshold, are set based on
two factors: 1) delay requirement and 2) buffer budget. The general equation for buffer
size is given as:

Buffer size - delay * buffer growth rate

(3.14)

We can view the transit buffer as three parts using the VSQHighThreshold and

VSQLowThreshold as shown in Figure 3-8.

Part 3: hold packets Part 2: Decide the Part 1: hold packets
for at least
for at least
frequency of the
one-hop delay
feedback messages one-hop delay

VSQHighThreshold

VSQLowThreshold

Figure 3-8: Illustration of VSQ transit buffer usage

The first part is used to achieve maximum utilization o f the ring bandwidth. This is
because there is a one-hop-delay for ON signal to take into effect. During this period of
time, the transit buffer occupancy should not fall to zero. The buffer growth rate is the
line rate minus the reserved rate, Rre. Thus, we have:

VSQLowThreshold > one-hop-delay*(line rate - Rre)
The third part o f the transit buffer is used to absorb packets during the one-hop-delay
for the OFF signal to take into effect. Therefore, VSQHighThreshold should be at least
the buffer size, sizeVSQ, minus the one-hop-delay effect:

VSQHighThreshold < sizeVSQ - one-hop-delay* {line rate - Rre)
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The second part o f the transit buffer represents the difference between the two
thresholds and decides on the frequency o f oscillations between ON-OFF signals. The
difference between the low and high thresholds can be either determined empirically or
left to an administrator to tune for protocol performance. Our experience is that the
feedback signals should be sent when the buffering space is exhausted about halfway;
this is not based on extensive experimentation but appears to be a reasonable engineering
decision [65]. There is a tradeoff between the response time and control messages
depending on the threshold value. Higher threshold means larger available buffer, slower
response, and less control messages; lower threshold means smaller available buffer,
faster response, and more control messages. Dynamic threshold setting [66][67][68]
based on the traffic demand is also possible in VSQ at the expense o f complexity,
however, we have not found this to be necessary.
The third part o f the transit buffer is used to hold the incoming transit packets until
the backpressure message takes into effect. When the size o f source q u e u e d exceeds

VSQHighThreshold, it means that the source queuef/j builds up and there is a possibility
o f buffer overflow. Hence, a backpressure message needs to be employed to inform the
neighboring upstream node to stop serving source queuefz/ With the OHB control
scheme, there is only a small one-hop-delay from the time the backpressure message is
sent to the immediate upstream neighbor to the time the neighbor stop sending to this
node. As a result, the third part o f the buffer could be quite small. For example, for a link
o f 10 km, the one-hop-delay is 0.05ms, we have:

Buffer size_part3 = 0.05ms*622Mbps = 3.8KB
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The thresholds are normally set as the percentage o f the buffer size. Let B denote the
total buffer size, N denote the number o f nodes, d for the one-hop-delay and C to be the
link rate. For simplicity, we assume all nodes have thesame weight and all source queues
have the same threshold. The thresholds can then beset as the ratio o f the buffer size to
ensure thatthere is no packet loss, shown in (3.15) and (3.16). An illustrative example is
also given toshow how to set the thresholds.
(3.15)

-n
, , , (B / N ) - d x ( C / N ) B - d x C
VSQLowThreshold = ---------------=
4 { BI N)
4B

(3.16)

-

-

r
™
(B / N ) - d x ( C / N ) B - d x C
VSQHigh Threshold = ------- --------=
2 ( BI N)
2B

Example 3-5: Consider a ring with link rate o f C = 622Mbps, one-hop-delay o f d = 0.1
ms, and buffer size o f B =200 Kbyte. We can set the thresholds as:
2 x l 0 5 -0 .0 0 0 l x 622xlO6 nnn/
VSQHighThreshold = ---------------------- ;----------- « 70%
2x2x10

VSQLowThreshold -

3.7

m 3JS
4x2x10

S u m m a ry
We identify that the root cause o f the RPR unfairness problem lies in the priority

scheduling o f the MAC. Priority scheduling is unable to achieve simultaneous fairness
and high utilization for fairness eligible traffic, and hence, is not suitable for FE traffic.
To address the root cause, we propose a new MAC protocol, called VSQ, for packet
ring networks. VSQ offers traffic isolation by providing a virtual queue for each source.
It uses a fair scheduler to serve these source-based queues, and therefore, ensures fairness
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and maximizes ring utilization without the need for fair rate estimation and feedback
control.
We propose OHB as an efficient flow control scheme to provide a lossless transit path
for VSQ. OHB exploits the source information to acquire the knowledge o f the traffic
rates o f the upstream nodes and signal them when buffer overflow is imminent. OHB
works very effectively as it can evenly spread the buffer space along the path between the
congested node and the source. On the contrary, RPR lets the buffer space concentrated at
the congested node. As a result, VSQ requires less transit buffer size compared to RPR.
In summary, VSQ enjoys the following advantages with respect to the MAC design
goals:
1) Fairness guarantee: Fairness is ensured among competing sources as the WRR
scheduler fairly serves the queues on a weighted basis.
2) Throughput maximization: Bandwidth is shared perfectly because the scheduler is
work-conserving. Every link o f the ring can be kept at full utilization at all times
provided that there is enough data to transmit.
3) Low access delay: Because VSQ does not rely on feedback rate control, every
node can access its fair share with a low bounded access delay.
4) Allow all sources to have a fast-start: VSQ does not conduct rate control at the
ingress point. Instead, it allows every node send as much FE traffic as possible at
the ingress point. Then, it serves the traffic in a fair and best-effort manner along
the transit path resulting in high utilization while guaranteeing fairness.
5) Lossless transit paths: By exploiting source information, VSQ enables a simple
and effective OHB flow control mechanism to ensure a lossless transit path.
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6) Isolation: VSQ isolates the traffic o f various sources. Upon congestion, only those
nodes that send more than their fair share suffer delay.
7) Simplicity: There is no need for fair rate estimation and feedback to ensure
fairness. In comparison with RPR, VSQ requires fewer parameters to set and it
also sends fewer control messages.

The requirements for VSQ are:
1) Virtual queues in the transit buffer. Since the queues are virtual queues, they can
be implemented as counters or link list (as in DVSR). The number o f node in a
metro packet ring is limited, e.g., RPR standard limits the number o f nodes on a
ring to 256 [15], thus, the number o f virtual queues per node is limited to 256. In
addition, the complexity added by the virtual source queues in VSQ is offset by
the elimination o f VDQs that are required in RPR.
2) Fair scheduler: WRR scheduler implementation is slightly more complex than the
priority scheduler used in RPR.

OSI R«f*r*nc«
Model Layers

RPR Layers

VSQ Layers

H ig h e r L a y e r s

A p p lic a tio n

H ig h e r L a y e r s

P r e s e n t a ti o n

Logical Link Control
(MAC Cient)

Logical Link Control
(MAC Cient)

S e s s io n

MAC Control

MAC Control

MAC Datapath (BIR)

MAC Datapath (VSQ)

Physical Layer

Physical Layer

[ M edium

| M edium

T ran sp o rt
N e tw o rk

Data Link
Physical

^

^

Figure 3-9: MAC layer comparison of VSQ, RPR and OSI reference model
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Figure 3-9 illustrates the comparison o f VSQ layers to RPR layers. RPR MAC data
path is based on BIR using priority scheduling between the transit traffic and node traffic.
VSQ MAC utilizes fair scheduler to serve the virtual source queues. We can also see that
the control layer o f VSQ is simpler since the overlay fairness control module is not
required due to the inherent fairness property o f VSQ. Other parts o f MAC control layer
such as OAM, and topology & protection are the same for both VSQ and RPR.
In the next chapter, we show the performance comparison between VSQ and RPR
through both analysis and simulations.
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CHAPTER 4
4.1

Performance Evaluation of VSQ

Introduction
The previous chapter presented the design and analysis o f the VSQ MAC and the

OHB flow control scheme. This chapter applies both mathematical analysis and extensive
simulations to study the performance o f VSQ and compare the results with those o f RPR
standard. The performance results also justify the claims made in Chapter 3.
We first present the evaluation methodology including analytical modeling,
performance metrics, and simulation tools in Section 4.2. We then present, in Section 4.3,
the results on the compliancy o f VSQ with packet ring MAC design goals such as:
source-based weighted fairness, spatial reuse, maximization o f link utilization and
isolation between sources. Finally, we demonstrate the performance superiority o f VSQ
in terms o f throughput, fairness convergence time, delay and transit buffer size compared
with those o f the RPR standard (Section 4.4 - 4.8).

4.2

Evaluation Methodology

4.2.1

Analytical Modeling

Analytical modeling is used to study the average access delay and end-to-end delay
for both VSQ and RPR. Although some system assumptions are made to make
mathematical analysis possible, the analytical models can provide good insights into the
system performance.
The VSQ analytical results on both average access delay and end-to-end delay are
based on the Cyclic Polling model with ^-limited Service [70][71][72] whereas the RPR
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analytical results for delay are based on the head-of-line non-preemptive queuing analysis
[73][74], In both cases, certain assumptions are made for mathematical tractability, such
as Poisson traffic arrivals, uniform traffic pattern and independent service times.

4.2.2

Simulation Tool

The simulation tool we use in this thesis study is OPNET™ M odeler (Version 9.1)
that is a commercial discrete event simulator for network research [75]. It provides
substantial support for MAC, traffic generation and performance analysis, making it ideal
for evaluating MAC schemes.

4.2.3

Performance Metrics

The two main performance metrics used in MAC protocol evaluation are throughput
and access delay. Throughput refers to the number o f bits sent from the source to the
destination and correctly received, over certain period o f time. Access delay is the time
taken by a packet to get on the ring. Sources with FE traffic are throughput sensitive
sources and prefer large throughputs. Access delay is a measure to show that how fair a
MAC is. The less access delay means the faster a node can access its share o f ring
bandwidth.
In our simulations, we measure throughputs over simulation intervals. The time scale
over which network state changes is determined to be much larger than the time scale o f
network dynamics. Access delays are measured at each IB. It is assumed that there are no
packet losses in transmission due to bit corruption or noisy line.
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4.2.4

Simulation Setup

Table 4-1 lists the characteristics o f the packet ring that we consider in our study.
Table 4-2 lists the parameters used in the simulation o f RPR scheme.

Table 4-1: Characteristics of the test network
Nodes

10

Ring size

100km

Propagation delay per link

50 ps

Speed

622Mbps

Packet size

500 Bytes

Transit buffer size

256 KB

Table 4-2: RPR parameters
Low pass filter coefficient

0.5, 0.95

Transit buffer threshold

0.5 (128KB)

Control interval

100 (is

Advertisement interval

100 (is

We consider ten benchmark scenarios to evaluate the performance o f the VSQ and
RPR MAC schemes. The brief descriptions o f these scenarios are given in Table 4-3.
Scenarios 1 to 4 study the compliancy o f VSQ with MAC requirements such as weighted
fairness, spatial reuse, dynamic responsiveness and isolation property. Scenarios 4 to 10
compare the performance o f VSQ and RPR in terms o f throughput, fairness convergence
time, average delay and transit buffer occupancy. We focus on FE traffic, i.e., LP traffic,
in all scenarios except scenarios 9 and 10 in which we include HP traffic in order to study
the transit buffer occupancy.
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Table 4-3: Simulation Scenarios and Results
Scenario #

Description

Results

1: W eighted fairness

Three greedy flows with different

VSQ allows each flow to receive a weighed

weights sharing one link

share o f the link.

Two congested domains

VSQ provides full utilization o f both

2: Spatial reuse

domains.
3: Dynamic

Some sources turn o ff

responsiveness
4: Isolation

5: Throughput

VSQ can reclaim the unused bandwidth very
quickly.

Sources with heterogeneous

VSQ provides isolation between well-

demand

behaving nodes and ill-behaving node

Unbalanced traffic

VSQ offers higher throughput than RPR does.

Balanced traffic

VSQ offers less convergence tim e than RPR

comparison
6: Convergence
comparison
7: Average delay

and DVSR does.
Poisson traffic model

comparison
8: Average delay

VSQ offers less access delay, same or less
end-to-end delay compared to RPR.

Pareto O n/O ff traffic model

comparison

VSQ offers less access delay, same or less
end-to-end delay com pared to RPR.

9: Transit buffer

HP traffic causing LP transit

VSQ has less transit buffer occupancy than

occupancy

buffer growth.

RPR.

10. Transit buffer

Increase the distance between the

When the distance between the congested

occupancy variance

congested node and the source

node and the source node increases, the buffer

node for RPR.

occupancy variance increases with RPR but
not with VSQ

The values o f the line speeds, delays and buffer sizes in the scenarios are chosen to
accentuate the differences between the MAC schemes. In many scenarios, we study the
traffic sources with demand o f line rate, i.e., greedy sources, thus, resource contention
always occurs at the output link o f down stream nodes where fairness algorithms are
activated.
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4.2.5

Format of the Results

We present the simulation results as tables and as graphs o f the target performance
metric versus simulation time or system load. Examples o f such graphs include
throughput versus simulation time and packet delay versus system load.
Both throughput and delays are averaged over certain interval. Since simulation
experiments typically run for many intervals, it is possible to calculate the standard
deviation o f the means over each interval. If each interval is long enough, then the
distribution o f the interval means o f a metric can be approximated by a Gaussian
distribution. Thus, 95% confidence intervals for the mean of means can be calculated as
thrice the standard deviation on each side o f the mean o f means. This computation
assumes that an interval is long enough so that simulation dynamics are averaged out.
One way to achieve this is by linking the length o f a simulation run to the confidence in
the metrics [76][77], However, we simply choose measurement intervals that are
conservative enough that the standard deviation o f the mean is fairly small, so that the
confidence in the mean o f means is high. Further, we ignore the mean over the first
interval to eliminate transient behavior o f the initial phase.

4.3

4.3.1

Properties of VSQ

Weighted Fairness
As mentioned earlier, source-based weighted fairness is a basic goal defined by the

RPR standard [15]. In this experiment, we assign different weight to each source and
demonstrate that VSQ can achieve the weighted fairness.
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As shown in Figure 4-1, source 1 has weight 1, source 2 has weight 2, and source 3
has weight 4. There are three flows namely flow 1-5, 2-5, and 3-5 that share link 4-5. The
demand o f each flow is the link rate. Figure 4-2 shows that all three flows are able to
obtain their fair bandwidth share o f the bottleneck link 4-5 based on their assigned
weights, i.e., 90 Mbps for flow 1-5 with weight o f 1, 180 Mbps for flow 2-5 with weight
o f 2 and 360Mbps for flow 3-5 with weight =4.

Flow 3 -5

Flow 1-5
W= 1

W=2

t

■4

Parking lot scenario

Figure 4-1: Weighted fairness setup
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—
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—— Flow 2-5

<0

Flow 3-5

a 400

X

1 300

£
a

200
100

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

T im e ( s e c o n d s )

Figure 4-2: Weighted fairness results
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4.3.2

Spatial Reuse

Spatial reuse deals with the simultaneous transmission over non-overlapping
segments o f the ring. Spatial reuse is one o f the basic requirements o f the MAC scheme
for packet rings.
To demonstrate the spatial reuse capability o f VSQ, we use the configuration with
two congestion domains (CDs) as shown in Figure 4-3. The first congestion domain is
from node 1 to node 4 with the congested link being the link 3-4. The flows from node 2
and node 3 demand 622 Mbps and the flow from node 1 demands 100 Mbps. The second
congestion domain is from node 5 to node 8 with the congested link 7-8. There are three
flows sharing link 7-8, each flow demands the full link rate o f 622 Mbps. The two
congestion domains do not overlap with each other. The objective is to achieve source
based fairness, with a fair rate o f 260 Mbps for flow 2-4 and flow 3-4 in the first
congestion domain and a fair rate o f 207 Mbps for all three flows in the second
congestion domain.
The simulation results o f this scenario are shown in Figure 4-4. As expected, the
throughput o f the flow 2-4 and flow 3-4 in the first congestion domain converges to the
fair rate o f 260 Mbps very rapidly and the throughput o f flows 5-8, 6-8, and 7-8 in the
second congestion domain converge to the fair rate o f 207 Mbps. The results not only
indicate 100% utilization for both links 3-4 and 7-8 but also demonstrate the capacity o f
VSQ in achieving spatial reuse.
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Flow 3 -4
Flow 2 -4
Flow 1-4
100 Mbps

622MbPs

622Mbps
*

c*d T

CD 2

Flow 5 -8
Flow 6 -8
Flow 7 -8

622Mbps

622Mbps

622Mbps

Figure 4-3: Scenario with two bottleneck links: link 3-4 and link 7-8.
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Figure 4-4: Throughput of 6 flows from two congestion domains.
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4.3.3

Dynamic Responsiveness

In this section, we demonstrate the responsiveness o f VSQ scheme to the dynamic
changes in traffic demand. In our simulation, we consider bursty ON/OFF traffic pattern.
Flow 4-5
Start at 0 sec
Flow 2-5
Start at 0.2 sec

Flow 1-5
Start at 0.3 sec
Stop at 0.5 sec

Flow 3‘5
I
Start at 0.1 sec_______________

Stop at 0.7sec

Parking lot scenario

Figure 4-5. Packing lot scenario with dynamic traffic

600
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400

T5

^ 300

T2

T4

T3

u

KD

0
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04

06

Q8

1

T ut (seconds)

Figure 4-6. Results showing fast reclamation of available bandwidth.
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Figure 4-5 shows the simulation scenario in which four flows start and stop at
different points o f time. Flow 4-5 starts at 0 second, flow 3-5 starts at 0.1 second, flow 25 starts at 0.2 second, and flow 1-5 starts at 0.3 second and stops at 0.4 second. All the
flows are greedy as they demand the full link rate. We focus on the throughput at the
bottleneck link 4-5.
With the addition o f each new flow, VSQ re-allocates the bandwidth o f link 4-5
among the contending flows. As we can see from Figure 4-6 that the fair rate converges
very fast. At time 0.1 second (T l), the two contending flows over link 4-5 are flow 4-5
and flow 3-5, both converge to the fair rate o f 311 Mbps. At time 0.2 seconds (T2), the
three contending flows o f 4-5, 3-5 and 2-5, converge to the fair rate o f 207 Mbps.
Similarly, at time 0.3 seconds (T3), the four flows o f 4-5, 3-5, 2-5, and 1-5 converge to
the fair rate o f 155 Mbps.
When flow 1-5 stops at 0.5 second (T4), the remaining three flows (flow 2-5, flow 35, flow 4-5) reclaim the bandwidth left by flow 1-5 immediately, and the fair rate ramps
up from 155 Mbps to 207 Mbps. Once flow 2-5 stops at 0.7 second (T5), flow 3-5 and
flow 4-5 reclaim the bandwidth left by flow 2-5, and the fair rate increases from 207
Mbps to 311 Mbps with minimal delay. These observations indicate that VSQ scheme
maximizes the bandwidth utilization by reclaiming the released bandwidth from sources
that become idle.

4.3.4

Isolation of Ill-behaving Sources

VSQ provides protection for traffic flows, i.e., well-behaving flows are isolated from
ill-behaving ones. We demonstrate this property through the scenario shown in Figure 4-
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7 where three flows, 5-8, 6-8 and 7-8 share the link 7-8. Flow 6-8 demands 207 Mbps
which equals its minimum guaranteed fair rate, hence, it experiences minimum access
delay and queuing delay. On the other hand, flow 5-8 and flow 7-8 require 622 Mbps
which is much more than their fair share, hence, both flows suffer excessive delay. Figure
4-8 shows the access delay comparison between the well-behaving flow 6-8 and the illbehaving flow 5-8.

Flow 7 -8
622M bps
Flow 6 -8
207M bps
Flow 5-8
622M bps

P a r k i n g lot scena rio

Figure 4-7: Scenario to show isolation
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Figure 4-8: Results showing isolation property
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While in RPR, there is no guarantee for fair access. Although node 6 only demands
its fair share, it still suffers large access delay because it can only access its fair share o f
ring bandwidth after the fair rate feedback control takes into effect, i.e., after node 5
reduces its sending rate.

4.4

T h ro u g h p u t C o m p a riso n
Throughput is one o f the important performance objectives o f all MAC schemes. In

this section, we compare the throughput o f RPR and VSQ for a given simulation
scenario.
We use the “unbalanced” scenario described by Figure 2-8 and redraw it in Figure
4-9. For this scenario, the rate o f flow 1-3 oscillates between the low rate 5 Mbps (which
provide fair sharing) and high rate 617 Mbps (which allows throughput maximization)
with RPR-AM as shown in Figure 2-9. However, with VSQ, the rate o f flow 1-3 starts at
the full link rate o f 622 Mbps and within 1 round-robin cycle time, reduces its rate to 617
Mbps, which is the optimal fair rate.
Bandwidth oscillation leads to throughput loss. Figure 4-10 plots the link utilization
o f link 2-3 for both RPR-AM and VSQ. The throughput plot which we omit here has a
profile similar to that o f the link utilization plot. As we can see, the link utilization o f
RPR-AM is at 70% and VSQ is at 100%, which means RPR-AM suffers 30% throughput
loss while VSQ has no throughput loss.
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Figure 4-9: Unbalanced traffic scenario with two flows
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Figure 4-10: Link utilization comparison of RPR and VSQ

4.5

F a irn ess C o n v e rg e n c e Tim e C o m p a riso n
Fairness convergence time refers to the amount o f time it takes to converge to fair

rate. It is different for every fairness control algorithm. The faster the fair rate converges,
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the better the fairness scheme is. Hence, we adopt the fairness convergence time as one o f
the performance metrics to evaluate fairness control schemes.
Figure 4-11 shows the simulation scenario to study the convergence time. The link
rate is set to be 622Mbps. Source nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 start sending 248 Mbps (40% o f the
link rate) to node 5 at times 0 second, 0.1 second, 0.2 second and 0.3 second,
respectively. In this example, the output link o f node 4, link 4-5, is the bottleneck and it is
shared by sources 1, 2, 3 and 4 with equal weights.

flow 4-5
flow 3.5

flow 1-5

Start time=0.2 sec
flow 2-,5
Start time=0.1 sec

1
r

Start time=0 sec

Parking lot scenario

Figure 4-11: Scenario to study convergence time

Figure 4-12 and 4-13 shows the convergence o f RPR and VSQ respectively. We see
that RPR presents some bandwidth oscillations before converging to the fair rate. On the
other hand, VSQ converges to the fair rate without any bandwidth oscillation: for the
time interval [0.2,0.3) second, source 1 and 2, 3 share the output link of node 4 and each
receives the fair rate o f (622/3) = 207 Mbps; for the time interval o f [0.3-0.5) second,
source 1,2,3 and 4 share the link, each with the fair rate o f (622/4) = 155 Mbps.
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Figure 4-12: Convergence of RPR
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Figure 4-14 compares the fair rate convergence time o f VSQ with the results in [27].
The convergence times are 50msec for RPR-AM, 18 msec for RPR-CM, 2 msec for
DVSR and 0.1msec for VSQ. The convergence time in both RPR and DVSR is a function
o f the ring Round Trip time (RTT) [27],[36], For example, if the RTT increases by a
factor o f 10 from 1 msec to 10 msec, DVSR takes approximately 22 msec to converge
[27]. The reason is that the feedback delay depends on the RTT. On the other hand, the
RTT has no impact on the VSQ convergence time because VSQ requires neither fair rate
estimation nor feedback control to achieve fairness [78],
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Figure 4-14: Fair rate convergence time comparison

4.6

A c c e s s D elay B o u n d A n a ly s is
Recall that RPR MAC is based on BIR, in which the transit traffic has priority over

the local add-on traffic. Therefore, all add-on traffic may experience ring access delay
[24]. The access delays are essentially affected by how long a continuous traffic stream is
received from the upstream nodes.
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To reduce the access delay, fairness algorithm is designed to control the access o f the
ring bandwidth for all nodes during periods o f congestion. The less access delay, the
better the MAC design is. Thus, access delay is a good performance metrics to evaluate
the effectiveness o f a fairness control scheme. Access delay bound is defined as the
access delay at the worst case. In the following subsections, we derive and compare the
access delay bound o f VSQ with that o f RPR.

4.6.1

Access Delay Bound for VSQ

We re-iterate our derivation o f the access delay bound for VSQ in section 3.4.3. For
an V-node ring, there are maximum (N-l) virtual source queues at each node. Unlike
RPR, there is no need for rate feedback control in VSQ. Hence, the upper-bound for
access delay is the maximum waiting time for a packet at the head o f the local add-on
queue, which is the time that the scheduler needs to serve all other (N-l) virtual source
queues. We assume that the switch over time between the queues is negligible, the weight
for each source is equal to 1 and the service rate for LP traffic, i.e., unreserved rate, is C.
The worst case happens when all (N-l) queues are not empty and the packets are at the
maximum size o f Mbits. As a result, the access delay upper bound, VSQbound, is given as:

VSQlaim, = M - ( N - l ) / C .

(4.1)

Figure 4-15 illustrates the worst case scenario in which a packet at queue N (local
traffic queue ) 13, can access the ring after the scheduler has served a packet from all other

(N-l) non-empty queues.

13 W ithout loss o f generality, we consider the Nth subqueue as the local add-on queue.
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To the Ring

From the Ring

^

■

1

z o
Add-on Traffic

Figure 4-15: Illustration o f access delay bound derivation in VSQ.

4.6.2

Access Delay Bound for RPR

The RPR MAC uses a priority scheduler that assumes the traffic in the transit buffer
has higher priority over the traffic in the node buffer. A starved node can only access the
ring once the rate feedback control has taken into effect. As a result, the access delay
bound equals to the responseTime defined as the maximum amount o f time from the node
becomes congested until the node stops receiving traffic that causes congestion.
We first give a graphical presentation o f the responseTime and we then derive the
RPR access delay bound by discussing its components.

1) Graphical representation of responseTime
Figure 4-16 illustrates the time diagram o f the RPR feedback control scheme where
there is a congestion domain consists o f a head, tail and intermediate node. Time
increases down the vertical axis, and each axis represents a node along the path o f a flow.
Lines from the congestion domain head to the tail show the transmission o f a feedback
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control message. The parallelograms represent two kinds o f delays: the vertical sides
represent the delay at a node. This delay includes the transmission delay, which is the
packet size divided by the line capacity; and processing delay at a node, which is the time
waiting for advertisement interval, and applying to the rate controller, etc. The slope o f
the longer sides is proportional to the propagation delay. Once a node receives the fair
rate, it needs first drain its transit buffer before the new fair rate can takes into effect.

t , : Congestion head wants to add
traffic to ths ring
t, : Congestion detected, feedback
m essage sent from head
t g : Feedback m essages arrives
intermediate node
t , : Intermediate node forward the
m essage
t 4: Tail node receives the message,
stq size equals stqFullThreshold
has to be drained beforer apply
the new fair rate.
tj : Tail node applies the fair rate
received.

♦ ; Rate change is observable at the
head

Figure 4-16: Time diagram for fair rate control cycle: responseTime ~ (t6-to)
Using this diagram, responseTime is shown to be t6-to where to is the time that the
congestion head node wants to add traffic to the ring and t&is the time that this action is
actually performed. responseTime can be written as:
6

responseTime = t6 - 10 = ^ (/ i=i

)
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where

ti - to- time to detect congestion and generate rate control message,
t2 - tj: one-hop propagation delay. Only one intermediate node is shown here for
illustration purpose only. When there are multiple intermediate nodes in the
congestion span, this delay will be multiple hop delay,

ts - 12: nodal processing time and forwarding delay,
t4 - ts. one-hop propagation delay,
t; - 14: nodal processing time and forwarding delay: time to drain the transit buffer before
the new fair rate can be applied,

t6 - ts: propagation delay from the tail node to the head node.

2) Derivation of the bound
From previous discussion, responseTime can be generalized into the summation o f
three parts:

responseTime - aginglnterval + max FRTT + max FRED

(4.2)

The first part in (4.2), aginglnterval, is the maximum amount o f time for the fairness
algorithm to detect the congestion. The RPR standard specifies the default value for

aginglnterval to be lOOps for link rate above 622Mbps and 400ps for link rate below
622Mbps.
The second part, maxFRTT (Maximum Fairness Round Trip Time), is assumed to be
the sum o f the round trip time for propagating the fairness message around the ring and
the nodal delay o f fairness message. Hence, maxFRTT can be estimated as follows [15],
max FRTT =2 * 5ps/ km * L + advertisinglnterval * N

(4.3)

where L is the ring length (or circumference) in kilometer (km), link propagation delay is

5ps/km based on 2 * l(f m/sec speed o f light on fiber, N represents the number o f nodes,
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and the advertisinglnterval represents the maximum delay o f the fairness message at a
node, i.e., the fairness message waits maximum advertisinglnterval to be forwarded to
next hop14.
The last part, maxFRED (Maximum Fair Rate Enforcement Delay), is the time
required for the fair rate to be taken into effect at all ring nodes. It is different for 1-TB
and 2-TB design as explained in the following.

•

MaxFRED in 1-TB design: Each RPR node is equipped with a token bucket to
shape the add-on traffic to the fair rate. The size o f the bucket decides on the
amount o f burst each node can send. Once a node receives the fair rate, it
changes its token generation rate to this rate. A new rate will not be effective
until the buckets are cleared from the tokens generated based on the previous
rate. This may create a large burst concatenated by the burst o f individual
buckets. The larger the burst from upstream nodes, the longer the access delay
for the downstream node.
Figure 4-17 shows the bursts generated by upstream nodes are concatenated and
formed a longer burst when they reach downstream nodes. At worst case
scenario, a congested downstream node can observe the aggregation o f the
longest burst o f all upstream nodes [79]. Note that the transit buffer o f 1-TB
mode is very small and we neglect its impact on the bursts. Let us consider an Nnode ring in which each node i is regulated by a token bucket with parameter (a„

14 This is the worst case assumption that the congestion domain extends for the entire ring and each hop
delay lasts for the maximum amount o f time which is the advertisementlnterval.
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P i).

The token bucket credit limits o f all the upstream nodes should be cleared

before the fair rate can take into effect, thus, maxFRED is given as:
N- 1

5>.

maxFRED0_TB) = - ,~'v_l

,

(4.4)

c - t.p ,
i= 1

,V -1

is the maximum number o f tokens that the (N-l) upstream nodes

where
i=i

,V-1

can accumulate, C is the unreserved rate for LP traffic, and ^ p, is the total
;=i
token replenishing rate o f the (N-l) upstream nodes and it also represents the
total transit traffic rate to node N.

Figure 4-17: Illustration of a congestion domain and burst concatenation

•

MaxFRED in 2-TB design:

RPR 2-TB design defines a large LP transit buffer

which affects the access delay o f a downstream node. Before the effect o f a rate
change at the congestion domain tail node can be observed by the head node, all LP
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transit buffers between these two nodes must be emptied.

By definition,

stqFullThreshold is the highest level o f LP transit buffers (or Secondary Transit
Queues, STQs). At the worst case scenario, shown in Figure 4-18, all upstream LP
transit buffers are at this level when they receive the new fair rate. Thus, they have to
drain stqFullThreshold worth o f bytes before they can apply the new fair rate. Note
that since stqFullThreshold is much greater than the token bucket size, we neglect the
effect o f the burst generated by the bucket size. With the service rate o f C for LP
transit buffer, the value o f maxFRED 15 for an jV-node ring can be estimated as [15]:
max FRED{1_TB) = stqFullThreshold • (N - 1) / C.

stqFullThreshold

(4.5)

stqFullThreshold
To Next Node
in the Ring

From Previous
Node of the Ring

Add-on
Traffic
Node (i-1)

Add-on
Traffic
Node I

Figure 4-18: Illustration of maxFRED derivation for RPR-2TB

15 maxFRED is under the term queueDrainTime in the RPR standard. It represents the maximum am ount o f
time that could be incurred waiting for the upstream STQs to be drained. It is assumed that all upstream
STQs filled up to their stqFullThreshold at the time they receive the new fair rate, and therefore have to
drain stqFullThreshold worth o f bytes before they folly back o ff to the amount requested by the fair
message.
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With the above discussions, the access delay bound for RPR can be obtained
through the following two equations.

RPRhomdo-TB) = aginglnterval + max FRTT + max FRED0 TB)

(4.6)

RPR-hounda-m = aginglnterval + max FRTT + max FRED{2 TB)

(4.7)

where aginglnterval is a set value based on the link rate, maxFRTT is calculated by (4.3)
and maxFRED is obtained by (4.4) and (4.5) for 1-TB and 2-TB design, respectively.

4.6.3

Comparison

In this section, we compare the access delay bound o f VSQ and RPR and show that
VSQ has smaller access delay bound. First we compare the VSQ bound with the bound o f
RPR 1-TB implementation.

RPRboundo-TB)
™Qbound

aginglnterval + max FRTT + max F R E D ^TB)
~

M-(N-l)/C

(4.8)

Since

aginglnterval > 0,
m axFRTT > 0,
and
.V -1

;=1

max FRED,(1-73)

AM

c -2 > ,
»=i
we then have:
AM

2>.
1= 1

AM

RPR

________b o u n d (\-T B ) ^

^

____________ /= j_________
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Since
v -i

£ ct,
N-1

iv-.
■ c>5v„

c-2>,
1=1

/'= !

then
N-\

ppp
bound{\-TB) ^

/=]_________

jq \

M -(V -l)
The RPR standard defines the maximum value o f the token bucket size cr to be M bits,
hence,
N -1

i=

1

By applying the above inequality into (4.10) we have:
RPRbouruHX-TB) > x

,4 H )

VSQw

Similarly, we compare the access delay bound o f VSQ with that o f RPR 2-TB
implementation as:

RPR-bounda-TB)

aginglnterval + max FRTT + max FREDa _TB)

VSQ ^

M -(N - Y ) / C

(4.12)

Since

aginglnterval > 0,
maxFRTT > 0,
and
max FRED{2TB) = stqFullThreshold ■(N -1 ) / C,
then,

RPRbound(2-TB)

stqFullThreshold • (N - 1) / C _ stqFullThreshold
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The RPR standard specifies die range for stqFullThreshold as (4M, stqSize-M). By
applying the minimum value o f 4M \o (4.13), we obtain:
R P R bounJ(2-TB) > ^

W fiL Despite the conservative consideration in deriving the relation between the bounds o f
RPR and VSQ, we can conclude that a VSQ node experiences less access delay bound
than an RPR node. The reason is that the add-on traffic o f a VSQ node has immediate
access to its fair share o f ring bandwidth and it does not wait for the upstream nodes to
slow down in order to access the ring. While in RPR, since the ring traffic assumes higher
priority, the local traffic can only be added to the ring when the upstream nodes slow
down their traffic through the application o f a rate feedback control scheme.

4.7

Average Delay Analysis
Although worst-case access delay can be obtained from the above access delay

bound, both average access delay and end-to-end delay are o f interest for metro service
provisioning. We define these quantities before we discuss the details o f analysis for both
RPR and VSQ.

Definition 4-1: Average access delay is the average waiting time that a packet
experiences from the time it arrives at a node to the time it gets on the ring.

Definition 4-2: Average end-to-end delay is the average waiting time that a packet
experiences from the time it arrives at a node to the time it is delivered to its destination
node.
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It is very difficult, if not impossible, to derive the exact results for the above two
performance metrics. However, we can provide approximate results for these quantities
using certain assumptions that allow mathematical tractability.

4.7.1

System Assumptions

We consider the following assumptions for both VSQ and RPR delay analysis:
•

No overlapped transmission: a packet

does not leave

a node until its

transmission is over, hence, the transmission times are additive.
•

The capacity o f all buffers is infinite.

•

The interarrival times and service times are independent,

thus, we can use

independent sub-models for each node.
•

The add-on traffic to each node is independent and follows Poisson process with
mean arrival rate o f X.

•

All add-on traffic have the same distribution o f packet lengths, with first and
second moments L and Is respectively. If the system service rate is R, then the
packet service time is x=L/R and has first and second moment o f 3c an d x(2),
respectively.

•

Symmetric traffic pattern: Each node sends uniformly to all other nodes, i.e.,
node / transmits to node (i + j) mod N (where j = 1,2 ... N - 1) with the same
probability o f 1/(N-1).

•

Link propagation delay has been excluded from delay analysis o f both VSQ and
RPR.
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4.7.2

Average Delay Analysis for VSQ

Each VSQ node is viewed as a system with multiple queues served with a WRR
scheduler. This system can be modeled as the Cyclic Polling Model with k-limited

Service, in which a server cycle through multiple queues serving up to a maximum o f k
packets (i.e., service limits <k) from each queue [51]. This queuing problem has been a
challenging area and a lot o f research has been carried out over the past decade. Much o f
the research has focused on how to accurately estimate the queuing delays.
Unfortunately, except for a few special cases [70], there are no exact solutions for
expected delays experienced by the packets in each queue for most o f the general cases.
The good news is that many other approximations have been proposed to estimate the
average delays based on the so-called Pseudo-Conservation Law (PCL) [71]. The PCL
provides a closed-form solution for a specific weighted sum o f the mean waiting times.
One o f the advantages o f the PCL is that it is useful in developing simple and reasonably
accurate approximation for the individual mean waiting times. Fuhrmann and Wang [72]
have provided such an approximation for k-limited service. This approximation formula
is relatively simple and captures the major factors important for efficient operation.
Authors o f [80] have verified the accuracy o f this approximation and applied it in their
studies. After examining the accuracy o f this delay approximation, we use it in our
studies.
Let us first list the notations that are used in the analysis o f VSQ:

Q,Q) : the j
W j(j):

jh

virtual source queue o f node i. (l <i <N, l < j <N),

weight o f Qi(j), i.e., service limit o f Q,Q).

Ai(j): packet arrival rate at Qt(j),
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p,(j): traffic load at Q,(j), Pi(j) = x-Ai(j),
jr

p i : traffic load at node i, p t = ^ p , ( j ) ,
j=i
D,(j). average queuing delay at Q,(j).
Since symmetric traffic pattern has been assumed, Ai(j) can be obtained as:

if i <j

iV -1

(4.15)

MJ) =

if i> j

N -l

ifi =j
To obtain average waiting time Dt(j), we use the approximation proposed in [58] as a
starting point to derive the average end-to-end delay for VSQ.

7>

( i - a O ) ) 0 - a ) + £ lH ( 2 - p ,)
_________________ w , ( j )
D,(j) =
f(j)s
1- p -

y* Hi

1-Pi /=■ Wj (/)
pm -pfD )+

W, U )

,(4.16)

P ,m -P ,)
™ m -Pi)

where

—
t,=

/= !

2(1- A )

p ,s

(2)

+ — —

2s

S
+ -

2(1- p j l P h 1±=I ? m ,

and

s: the first moment o f the switchover time between queues,
s <2): the second moment o f the switchover time between queues.
For simplicity, we assume the switchover time is negligible and hence, s = s (2) = 0.
When node /' sends a packet to node j, the following path is traversed:

i -> (i+1) MOD N -> (i+2) MOD N ->... ->j.
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By definition, the average access delay at node /, Dv^ ess(/'), is the same as D,(i), i.e.,
the delay at the add-on queue. For a balanced network, all D ^ s(i) 's are equal, i.e., the
packets from different nodes experience the same access delay, hence, the node index i
could be dropped. Without loss o f generality, we choose i= l and the average access delay
for VSQ ring, D ^ s, is given as:
£ > ^ r= £ > ,(l)

(4.17)

The average end-to-end queuing delay from source node / to destination node j
(assume i <j), represented by

is the summation o f the average queuing delay at all

the nodes the packet traverses. This is because the queuing delays at each node are
independent, and hence, additive.

(418)

= Di(i) + D{M)( i ) + - + Dj (i)
For symmetric traffic pattern, a node sends its traffic to all other (N-l) nodes with
equal probability o f l/(N -l). Thus, the average end-to-end queuing delay for packets
originating at node

D„ is obtained by averaging over all the (N-l) possible destinations:
AT-1
^

A

-> ( i + j ) MOD ,V

D, = ■£!----------------N -l

(4.19)

For a balanced network in which A^(i) = A for 1<i <N, all D,'s are equal, i.e., the
packets from different nodes suffer the same end-to-end queuing delay. Hence, the node
index / could be dropped. Without loss o f generality, we choose i= l and derive the
average end-to-end queuing delay, D, as follows:
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;V—1
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'(!_► (! + j ) M O D N )

I

j

iV_ i

£ AO
) £ ao)+-+Zao)

D = D. =

N -l
N -l
N -l
£>,(1) + (D,(1) + A(1)) + - + (D,(1) + D2(1) + - + D v_,(1))
N -l

(4.20)

where Dj(l) can be obtained using (4.16).
The average end-to-end delay for VSQ ring,

, consists o f the queuing delay and

transmission delay at every traversed node. The average end-to-end queuing delay, D, is
derived in (4.20). As stated in Section 4.7.1, the propagation delay is neglected and the
transmission time at every node is independent o f each other, hence, the end-to-end
packet delay is given by:

D ileQ = d + x -h

(4.21)

where D is given in (4.20) and H is the average number o f hops the packet traverses. In
symmetric traffic pattern, each o f the N nodes sends traffic to the other nodes with equal
probability o f P, = 1/(N-1), for i = 1..N-1. Thus, we have:
(4.22)

4.7.3

Average Delay Analysis for RPR

As described in Section 2.2.4, The RPR MAC is based on BIR. Every RPR node has
an insertion buffer and a node buffer. The selection o f the buffer from which a packet is
transmitted depends on the priority o f that buffer. RPR defines that the ring traffic has
non-preemptive priority over the node traffic. Associating the ring traffic to class 1 and
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node traffic to class 2, we can model the RPR node as the head-of-the-line nonpreemptive queuing system [69][73][74] Let us first describe the general solution o f the
head-of-line non-preemptive queuing system and then apply the solution to RPR delay
analysis.
For class k, we define:

Wk = E[queuing time fo r class k packet ]

(4.23)

Dk = E[total time in system fo r class k packet] = Wk +xk

(4.24)

where £[•] is the expected value and xk is the service (or transmission) time for class k
packets.
The solution for the queuing time o f a packet with priority k (k= 1, 2, ...K, with 1
being the highest priority and K being the lowest priority) is given by [69] as follows:
(4.25)

where Wo is the mean residual service time and p.t is the fraction o f time that the server is
busy serving packets from class-/. Since the arrival process is assumed to be Poisson
process, p i is equal to the probability that a customer finds a class-/ customer is in
service. Also, because o f Poisson arrivals, the mean residual life o f service time as
observed by an arrival is equal to the second moment o f service divided by two times the
first moment [69], The above statements allow us to calculate Wo as:

(4.26)
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Substituting (4.26) into (4.25), we obtain:
K 2

(2)

y 1Aix
Z- 2
K = --------------------

(4.27)

a-Z«)(i-£«)
/=i

Next, we apply (4.27) to an RPR node where the mean delay for the ring traffic is
represented by fV/, and the mean delay for the node traffic is denoted by W2 respectively.
The class index o f / o f x and x i2) is dropped from (4.27) because the packet sizes and
service times are the same for both ring traffic and node traffic. Due to the assumption o f
symmetric traffic pattern, the values o f Wi and W2 are the same for every node and given
by:
+

*--------

(4 + ^ ) * u>

-

(4 29 )

(l-V )

where X\ is the arrival rate o f the ring traffic and Xj is the arrival rate o f the node traffic.
By definition, we have X2=X and we can derive A.i as follows.
Let ^

. denotes the average arrival rate o f packets at node / that are destined to node

j. Without loss o f generality, we focus on the performance at node N. The average rate o f
packets that pass through node N, A v , is given by:

(4.30)
1=2 j =\

For symmetric traffic pattern, we have:
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(4.31)

N-1
0,
Substituting (4.31) to (4.30), we have:
N -1 i-1

i= 2 j =\

A £ i.

^ (/-l)/l

A

N -l ~ N - \ h ‘ N -l
A
N -ltt

(4.32)

A(N-l)

A

N(N-l)

N- 1

N -l

2

-A

= (y -lM
In summary, for symmetric traffic pattern, we have:
N
A ,= ( - - 1 ) A ,

(4.33)

A, =A.
By definition, ff? in (4.29) is the delay at a node and represents the average access
Access ,

delay for RPR ring, DRPR

1

.( 2 )

n O
Acm!
= 'w' •) 'R PD
RD

(4 + > U * '
(1 - A , x )

(4.34)

The average end-to-end delay for RPR ring, D eRRR, consists o f two parts: the waiting
and transmission time at the source node and the waiting and transmission times at all
intermediate nodes. It can be written as:

D'rpr = W1+ x + (W^+x ) - H

(4.35)

where Wj and Wj are given in (4.28) and (4.29) respectively. H is the mean number o f
intermediate nodes a packet traverses and derived in (4.22) as N/2.
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4.7.4

Comparison Using Poisson Model

Based on the above analysis, we obtain some numerical results on the average access
delay and average end-to-end delay for both RPR and VSQ schemes. We consider a uni
directional OC-12 rate ring with N=8 nodes. Packet size is set to be 500 bytes. Weights
are assumed to be equal for all nodes in VSQ scheme.
x i o*

Average a ccess (May comparison
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Figure 4-19: Access delay comparison of RPR and VSQ

Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 show the access delay and end-to-end delay as a function
o f load for both RPR and VSQ schemes. The ring bandwidth utilization (i.e., system
load) is at 100% when the traffic load at each node is 25%. This is because for a ring with
spatial reuse, packets traverse half o f the ring on average, i.e., the average distance
between source and destination is four nodes for an eight-node ring.
As we can see from Figure 4-19, VSQ offers less access delay compared to RPR
irrespective o f the system load. As for the end-to-end delay, it can be seen from Figure
4-20 that when the system load is below 80%, VSQ offers less end-to-end delay; whereas
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for higher load, VSQ has the same end-to-end delay as RPR. The reason is that at high
load, the queuing delay dominants the end-to-end delay, thus, diminishing the advantage
o f VSQ on the access delay.
To further validate our delay analysis, we obtain simulation results o f the access delay
and end-to-end delay with the same parameters used in the numerical results. The
simulation results (drawn with symbols) closely track the numerical results (plotted in
lines) as shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-20: End-to-end delay comparison of RPR and VSQ

4.7.5

Comparison Using Bursty Model

Since there is no analytical delay solution for bursty traffic models, we conduct
simulations to study the average delay for both VSQ and RPR. The bursty traffic model
we use is ON/OFF Pareto traffic model due to its simplicity.
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Figure 4-21: ON/OFF Pareto traffic model
As illustrated in Figure 4-21, when the model is at the ON state, it generates traffic at
a constant rate; when the source is at the OFF state, no packet is generated. By proper
choice o f its parameters, the ON/OFF model can represent certain levels o f burstiness in
the traffic it generated. We chose the sojourn time distribution o f both ON and OFF states
as heavy-tailed Pareto distribution with the probability density function and probability
distribution function as:

(4.36)

(4.37)

where a >0 and ft >0 represent the shape parameter and the scale parameter o f the Pareto
distribution, respectively. F o ra >1, the mean is defined as:

The relation between a and the Hurst parameter, H, which represents the burstiness
o f the traffic is given by [81]:

a = 3 -2 //

(4.39)

Because the Hurst parameter ranges from 0.5 to 1, a ranges from 1 to 2. The variance
does not converge in this region meaning that the traffic is bursty. We set a to 1.1 for the
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sojourn time distribution o f both ON and OFF states. This results in the average ON and
OFF time o f 11 msec using (4.38). From these numbers, we compute the peak to average
ratio as 2. Other parameters used in the simulations are set as follows.
•

Packet size = 500 Bytes

•

Ring nodes = 10,

•

link rate = 622 Mbps,

•

Symmetric traffic pattern,

•

Packet interarrival time is exponentially distributed. Different system load is set
by changing the parameters o f the distribution o f the interarrival times.

Figure 4-22 Figure 4-23 show the access delay and end-to-end delay o f RPR and
VSQ with the Poisson model. As seen from the plots, VSQ features both less access
delay and end-to-end delay compared to RPR when add-on traffic follows bursty
ON/OFF model.
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Figure 4-22: Access delay comparison using Pareto traffic model
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Figure 4-23: E2E delay comparison using Pareto traffic model

4.8

T ransit Bu f f e r R e q u ir e m e n t

4.8.1

Analysis

In both VSQ and RPR 2-TB scheme, the LP transit traffic is used to store LP transit
traffic in order to reduce the access delay o f add-on traffic. However, the main difference
between these two schemes is that VSQ virtually allocates this LP buffer among all nodes
through virtual source queues to ensure “source-based fairness”. While in RPR, the LP
buffer is just a First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) buffer.

One common requirement for VSQ and RPR is to ensure a loss-less transit path.
However, VSQ and RPR employ different mechanisms to achieve this goal. Therefore,
the required transit buffer size is different. As described in Section 3.3.4, VSQ employs
“one-hop-backpressure” flow control while RPR depends on the fair rate feedback
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control to avoid packet loss on the transit path. In this section, we study the LP transit
buffer requirement since it directly relates to the node complexity.
•

VSQ Buffer Requirement
Recall that there are two thresholds for virtual source queue k at node /:

VSQHigh Thresholdk(i) and VSQLowThresholdk(i) defined in the OHB flow control
scheme. For simplicity, we assume all virtual sources o f all nodes use the same high and
low thresholds as VSQHighThreshold and VSQLowThreshold. Once the incoming traffic
to a virtual source queue exceeds VSQHighThreshold, a one-hop-backpressure signal is
sent to the upstream neighboring node to stop its input to this specified source-based
queue. To achieve a lossless transit path, buffer engineering o f a VSQ node is required to
hold all the traffic before the one-hop backpressure signal reaches the upstream
neighboring node. The time it takes for the signal reaches the upstream neighbor is one-

hop-delay and the maximum traffic rate for this period is the unreserved rate, C.
Therefore, the maximum transit buffer size that a VSQ node needs to ensure no packet
loss, sizeVSQ, is given by:

size VSQ = VSQHigh Threshold ■N + one - hop - delay •C.
•

(4.40)

RPR Buffer Requirement

The buffer size requirement for RPR has been studied in [15]. Once the

stqHighThreshold is crossed, no more LP local traffic is allowed to access the ring and
hence, a feedback control message is sent to upstream nodes. The worst case scenario is
when all the incoming transit traffic are LP with UneRate and the local node traffic are
HP with reservedRate (Rre). Since HP node traffic has priority than the LP transit traffic,
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the transit buffer size grows at the rate o f Rre. Therefore, the maximum transit buffer size
at an RPR node to ensure no packet loss, SizeRPR, can be obtained as:

SizeRPR - stqHighThreshold + Rre ■responseTime

(4.41)

The second term in (4.41) is the maximum LP transit traffic that the congested node is
expected to receive during the responseTime that has been given in Equation (4.2).
Equation (4.41) can also be used to estimate the maximum amount o f HP traffic that can
be accommodated. For a fixed buffer size, the maximum HP traffic rate the system can
accommodate, Rre, is given by:

Rre < (SizeRPR - stqHighThreshold) / responseTime

(4.42)

Let us compare the transit buffer size requirement o f VSQ and RPR through the
following example.

Example 4-1: Consider a ring with N=100 nodes, total ring length Dr=1000km, every
hop distance o f 10km, line rate =622Mbps, and Rre =100Mbps.
According to the threshold setting guidelines in section 3.6.2, we have:

VSQHighThreshold> VSQLowThreshold > one-hop-delay*(line rate - Rre)~3.25KB.
The above requirement is set in order to achieve maximum utilization o f the ring
bandwidth. We set VSQHighThreshold =10KB, which is three times larger than the
above minimum requirement.
We plug the data into Equation (4.40) to obtain sizeVSQ and its functional
relationship with the number o f nodes, N.

sizeVSQ= 10KB * N + 5us/km * 10 km*622Mbps/8
= 0.01N+0.004 (MB)
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=1.004 (MB).
For the sake o f fair comparison, the RPR threshold stqHighThreshold needs to be N
times o f that o f each virtual queue o f a VSQ node, hence,

stqHighThreshold =10KB*N=1MB.
First we estimate the responseTime using Equation (4.2) and obtain the following:

responseTime = aginglnterval+maxFRTT+maxFRED
= 100 ps + 10ms +10KB *N*N/(linerate-Rre)
= 1.51sec
We then apply Equation (4.41) and some algebra to obtain size R P R and its functional
relationship with the number o f nodes, N.
size R P R = stq H ig h T h re sh o ld + R re * re sp o n seT im e
= 1 M B + 1.51 s e c * 1 0 0 M b p s/8
= 0 .0 0 1 9 N 2+ 0.01 N + 0 .125 (M B )
= 2 0 .1 2 5 (M B),

which is about 20 times o f the size o f VSQ buffer requirement o f 1.004 MB.
Figure 4-24 shows the buffer size requirement versus the number o f ring nodes, N, for
this example. It is noted that sizeRPR grows with N2 while sizeVSQ grows linearly with

N. The reason is that the feedback delay in RPR depends on the number o f ring nodes
while in VSQ, the feedback delay is “one-hop-delay” which does not depend on the
number o f nodes in the congestion span.
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Figure 4-24: Transit buffer size requirement comparison for Example 4-1

4.8.2

Simulation Results on the Transit Buffer Occupancy

In this subsection, we compare the transit buffer occupancy o f RPR and VSQ through
simulations (scenario 9) to show that VSQ has less buffer occupancy due to the fast
feedback control.

Simulation scenario setup:
•

Packet size = 500 bytes,

•

N= 10 nodes,

•

link rate = 622 Mbps.

•

Traffic pattern: As shown in Figure 4-25, node 6 and node 7 and node 9 send
traffic to HUB node 0. Node 6, 7 starts sending fairness eligible traffic at 0
seconds with rate o f 311 Mbps. At 0.2 seconds, node 9 starts to add HP traffic o f
100Mbps. We observe the transit buffer occupancy at the node 9 since the output
link o f node 9 is the bottleneck.
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•

Thresholds parameters:

VSQHighThreshold = 250KB,
VSQLowThreshold = 200 KB,
stqHighThreshold = VSQHighThreshold * 2=500KB (equivalent to the 250KB
per source queue in VSQ since there are two source queues in this scenario),

stqLowThreshold = 400 KB.

Flow 9-0
HP: 100Mbps
Flow 7-0
LP:311M bps
Flow 6-0
LP:311M bps

^

1
'“ “

*

Parking lot scenario

Figure 4-25: Simulation setup to study buffer occupancy

Simulation results and analysis:
In Figure 4-26, we show the evolution o f buffer occupancy at the bottleneck point,
the output link o f node 9, link 9-0. At the instant when node 9 starts to add traffic,
additional buffers are used up at the bottleneck due to the delay in adjusting the input rate
to the reduced service rate. Because the smaller delay in the feedback cycle time, VSQ
transit buffer is less occupied compared to RPR. The VSQ transit buffer occupancy is
nearly bounded around the buffer threshold o f 500 KB, while the RPR transit buffer
occupancy fluctuates much more, up to 625 KB, due to the larger feedback delay.
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Figure 4-26. Transit buffer occupancy comparison: VSQ vs RPR

We conduct a simple analysis on the simulation results. With VSQ, the OHB scheme
is activated at node 9 once the virtual queue 6 and 7 reaches VSQHighThreshold. A
notification is sent to node 8 to block the service o f the virtual queues 6 and 7. Once the
notification is received by node 8, the transit buffer o f node 9 stops growing. The “onehop-delay” is 50/js for a 10km link. The traffic arrival rate to virtual source queue 6 and 7
at node 9 is 311 Mbps, and the service rate is (622-100)/2=261Mbps. As a result, the
transit buffer size grows at the rate o f 311-261=50 Mbps. We can estimates the transit
buffer size as follows.
(250 KB + (50 Mbps * 50//s )/8 )-2 s 501 KB
Once the backpressure message takes effect after the one-hop-delay, the buffer at the
node 9 starts to clear. By the time the size o f virtual queues at node 9 falls below the
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VSQLowThreshold, the service rate at node 8 resumes to 311 Mbps. Therefore, the buffer
occupancy at node 9 is nearly upper bounded by 501 KB.
On the other hand, in RPR, the HP node traffic o f node 9 has priority over the LP
transit traffic from nodes 6 and 7. The LP transit buffer grows once node 9 starts adding
HP traffic to the ring. When the stqHighThreshold is reached, a feedback message
containing the fair rate is sent to all the upstream nodes, i.e., nodes 6 and 7. The transit
buffer keeps growing until the feedback message takes into effect, i.e., the fair rate has
been received and applied by node 6 and node 7. Since these nodes are a few hops away
from node 9, RPR feedback messages encounter more delay than OHB feedback
messages, therefore, the transit buffer occupancy level o f RPR is much higher than in
VSQ.
It is clear from Figure 4-26 that the OHB scheme is more successful at keeping the
sum o f the buffer occupancy at or around the desired levels than the RPR feedback
control scheme. This happens because the end-to-end delay with the RPR scheme is
much larger than the feedback delay with OHB.
The above simple example is for illustration purposes only. With larger ring size, the
difference in buffer occupancy between RPR and VSQ becomes even larger. This is
because larger ring size means larger propagation delay and large responseTime, which
results in larger transit buffer occupancy. On the other hand, the transit buffer occupancy
o f VSQ only depends on the one-hop-delay not the size of the ring. This is illustrated in
the following subsection.
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4.8.3

Simulation Results on the Transit Buffer Occupancy Variance

The simulation setup in Scenario 10 is similar to the Scenario 9 (Figure 4-24) in the
above section except that there is only one source that contributes to the congestion at
node 9 and the source is set to be one to five hops away from node 9.
In Figure 4-27, we plot both the transit buffer occupancy average and variance
versus the number o f hops between the source and the congested node 9 (bottleneck). We
see that when the number o f hops is one, RPR has the same values as VSQ does. This is
because the feedback delay is the same for VSQ and RPR when the number o f hops is
one. However, when the number o f hops increases, the transit buffer occupancy average
and variance o f RPR grows but that o f VSQ does not grow [78].

RPR Buffer Average

joO.S

RPR Buffer Variance

VSQ Buffer Variance
> 0 .4

0.2

VSQ Buffer Average

Number of hops between source and bottleneck

Figure 4-27: Transit buffer average and variance comparison: VSQ vs. RPR
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4.9

Sum m ary
In this chapter, we first outlined both the performance and the MAC design

compliancy metrics. We then justified our performance evaluation methodology and
presented detailed delay analysis and simulation results from a suite o f ten benchmark
scenarios. Here is a summary o f our concluding remarks.
Our overall results are encouraging. We have shown that VSQ is not only compliant
with the desired features o f MAC for packet rings but also it outperforms RPR in all the
comparison scenarios. Further, the OHB control scheme consistently outperforms the
competing

RPR feedback control

in terms o f transit buffer requirement and

responsiveness. Thus, we claim that our venture to design robust and efficient MAC
scheme for packet rings has been successful. We justify this claim by reviewing the
results from the analysis and simulations.
•

The results o f scenarios 1 to 4 (in Table 4-3) showed that VSQ ensures weighted
fairness, achieves spatial reuse, allows bandwidth sharing through fast reclaiming
o f the unused bandwidth and provides isolation between well-behaving sources
and ill-behaving ones. The results validate our early claim that VSQ guarantees
fairness while maximizing link utilization.

• The results o f scenario 5 showed that under an unbalanced traffic pattern, VSQ
has no bandwidth oscillation and, hence, it does not suffer from throughput loss.
This is in contrast with what RPR offers under the same traffic condition.
• Scenario 6 examined the convergence time to the fair rate. We found that the fair
rate convergence time o f VSQ is much less than that o f RPR and its enhancement
o f DVSR. Moreover, the fair rate convergence time in RPR and DVSR depends
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on the RTT while for VSQ, the RTT has no impact on the fair rate convergence
time.
•

Scenario 7 validated our delay analysis based on the assumptions o f Poisson
traffic arrivals and uniform traffic pattern. It shows that the simulation results
closely track the numerical results derived for the average access delay and
average end-to-end delay for both VSQ and RPR schemes. The close match o f the
two data sets indicates that both the simulation program and analysis work
properly.

•

Scenario 8 used simulation method to assess the performance o f VSQ and RPR
with bursty traffic. This is because there is no analytical solution for these traffic
models. We use Pareto ON/OFF bursty traffic model to compare the average
access delay and average end-to-end delay o f both VSQ and RPR schemes. The
results show that VSQ offers less average access delay than RPR. In terms o f
average end-to-end delay, it consistently either matches or outperforms RPR.

•

Scenario 9 studied the transit buffer requirement o f both VSQ and RPR. It shows
a VSQ node requires less transit buffer than an RPR one to ensure lossless transit
path. This is due to the merits o f the OHB such as less delay in the control loop.

•

Scenario 10 compared the buffer occupancy variance between VSQ and RPR. The
results show that when the distance between a congested node and the source
node increases, both the average and variance o f the transit buffer occupancy
grows in RPR but does not grow in VSQ.
To summarize, we have shown that VSQ works well as a MAC scheme for packet

rings. This conclusion is valid to the extent that our suite o f benchmarks is
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comprehensive. While we have tested for ill-behaving users, severe buffer contention,
Poisson traffic and bursty traffic models and multiple bottlenecks, we may have ignored
some other (perhaps equally important) factors such as: two-way traffic. Thus, these
limitations must be borne in mind while reviewing our conclusions. We recognize that no
suite o f scenarios, at least at the current state o f the art, can claim to be comprehensive.
We have tried our best to create worst-case scenarios that test specific problems in
fairness control schemes. It is possible that some o f the factors we have ignored are
critical in determining protocol performance, but this is still a matter for speculation.
Developing a more comprehensive suite o f benchmarks can be a subject for future
research.
To conclude, while our simulations are only for a small suite o f scenarios, and each
scenario only has a small number o f nodes, we feel that VSQ has several promising
features that can make it suitable for metro packet ring networks. Studying its
effectiveness in the real world is an area for future work.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future
Research

5.1

T h e s is S u m m a ry
In Chapter 1, we addressed the design goals and the challenges o f MAC schemes for

packet ring networks. We then reviewed the existing MAC schemes including the IEEE
RPR standard and its enhancements in Chapter 2. In reference to the MAC design goals,
the RPR MAC and its enhancements suffer certain performance deficiencies which
include throughput loss and large access delay. This motivates our research goal: design
o f a MAC scheme that realizes all the design goals including fairness and maximum
throughput. In Chapter 3, we pursued this research goal by proposing VSQ scheme that
provides guaranteed fairness, maximum throughput and low access delay. We also
proposed OHB as an efficient flow control scheme to ensure lossless transit paths. OHB
exploits the source information provided by the VSQ and effectively control the transit
buffer occupancy by implicitly controlling the input rate o f the traffic sources. In Chapter
4, we considered various scenarios to compare the performance o f VSQ with that o f the
RPR standard. Our results show that VSQ not only has met all the MAC design goals set
in Chapter 1, but also has the same or better performance compared to the RPR MAC.
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5.2

M AC D esig n G oals R e -e x a m in e d
We now re-examine the seven design goals for a MAC scheme presented in Chapter

1, and use the analysis and simulation results o f Chapter 4 to examine the extent that
VSQ scheme has achieved in reference to these goals.

•

Fairness: The VSQ scheme ensures fairness through a fair scheduler that
allocates bandwidth fairly to all sources thatshare a link. Simulation results in
Section 4.3 demonstrated this property. Thus, we claim that VSQ is a fair MAC
scheme.

•

Efficiency: We desire a MAC scheme to be efficient in two ways. First, its
control overhead should not consume excessive amount o f resources, such as
network bandwidth and processing time. Second, it should maximize the
utilization o f network capacity.
VSQ requires little overhead on the net amount o f data transferred in the
network. This is because the OHB feedback messages are only nine bits long and
are only sent upon threshold crossing with no calculation required. Whereas in
RPR, every node has to measure the incoming rates, estimate the fair rate, and
send the feedback control messages, which contain fair rate information and are
sixteen bytes long, to all the upstream nodes in every control interval.
As illustrated in Chapter 3, RPR underutilizes the network bandwidth. VSQ,
in contrast, efficiently utilizes the network bandwidth by using a fair scheduler
that is work conserving, i.e., it does not keep bandwidth idle if there are packets
waiting to be served. The simulation results in Section 4.4 have shown that VSQ
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maximizes the throughput in all the scenarios. As a result, VSQ meets the two
efficiency criteria that were set in Chapter 1.
•

Fast fairness convergence: Since VSQ does not require fair rate estimation and
feedback to ensure fairness, the convergence to fair rate is faster than the RPR. In
addition, the convergence time o f VSQ is independent o f the round trip time o f
the congestion domain. The achievement o f this goal has been demonstrated in
Section 4.5.

•

Low access delay for node traffic: Because VSQ provides guaranteed fair share
to each node, the local add-on traffic can get on the ring with minimal delay.
While with RPR, the local traffic can only be added to the ring after the feedback
control messages have taken into effect. This has been shown through analysis
and simulations in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.

•

Scalability: Scaling is required in two dimensions: bandwidth and ring size in
terms o f number o f nodes. First, higher ring bandwidth translates to larger
bandwidth-delay product, therefore, sources can no longer ignore the propagation
delay in conducting a flow control. However, the VSQ feedback control does not
depend on the round trip delay between source and destination but only depend on
the one-hop delay. As a result, unlike RPR, an increase in ring bandwidth does
not impact VSQ performance as its operation is almost independent o f the
bandwidth-delay product. Second, as the number o f ring nodes increases, RPR
suffers longer access delay and more throughput loss because RPR feedback
control depends on the round trip delay between source and destination. Whereas
the impact on VSQ is just the implementation o f the same number o f virtual
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source queues. The RPR standard limits the maximum number o f nodes to 256.
Thus, the number o f virtual source queues in a node is limited to 256. As a result,
we claim that the VSQ MAC scheme scales well with both bandwidth and ring
size.
•

Ability to deal with ill-behaving sources: Section 4.3.4 adequately answers this
requirement by showing the isolation property o f the VSQ. As we see from the
simulation results, unlike RPR, there is no impact from ill-behaving sources on
the well-behaving ones in the VSQ scheme. This is because VSQ isolates traffic
from different sources. Upon congestion, only the ill-behaving nodes suffer
performance degradation, not the well-behaving ones.

•

Simplicity: The simplicity requirement means that a MAC scheme is easy to
specify and implement. Both VSQ and OHP are conceptually simple, and no
signaling or rate control mechanism is needed to ensure fairness.
VSQ implementation may look complex at first glance, and it seems as if it
may add delay and buffer space. However, as described in Chapter 3, the
complexity added by the virtual source queues in VSQ can be offset by the
elimination o f the VDQs that are required in the RPR standard to avoid HOL
blocking. In addition, as we showed in Chapter 4, the delay o f VSQ is not more
than RPR; the buffer occupancy is actually reduced with VSQ, thanks to the
efficiency o f OHB that allows better utilization o f the distributed buffers across
the ring. VSQ requires per-flow queuing, but, as described in Chapter 3, this can
be implemented by a single ordered linked list. There is nothing specific to VSQ
that makes it any harder to implement than any other equivalent protocol and thus,
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we feel confident that the benefits o f having virtual source queuing outweigh its
costs.

Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the VSQ scheme satisfies the MAC
design goals listed in Chapter 1. While the same conclusion could not be drawn with the
existing MAC schemes proposed in the standard and literatures. Table 5-1 summarizes
the performance comparison between different MAC schemes.

Table 5-1: Relative performance comparison of different MAC schemes

Same as
RPR

Same as
RPR

Same as
RPR

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Long

Medium

Medium

Short

Large

Large

Large

Small

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

1

Large

Large

Large

Small

1

Large

Large

Large

Small

Yes. HP traffic is supported
through bandw idth reservation;
LP traffic is supported through
fair sharing
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5.3

V SQ C larifications
Our performance results present a convincing case and demonstrate that VSQ is an

efficient MAC scheme for metro packet ring networks. We clarify some potential
misconceptions about VSQ in the following.

•

VSQ does not increase transit buffer
As demonstrated in Section 4.8, VSQ MAC enables OHB flow control that results
in less transit buffer occupancy and variance than those o f RPR MAC. This is
because the feedback cycle time o f OHB is smaller, and hence, fewer packets are
accumulated at the bottleneck buffer compared to the RPR MAC.

•

VSQ does not increase delay
Our delay analysis and simulations in Chapter 4 show that this is not the case. On
the contrary, since VSQ MAC ensures fair access and maximum throughput
through fair scheduler, its access delay is significantly reduced and its end-to-end
delay is either the same or reduced when compared to the RPR MAC.

•

VSQ does not increases complexity
At first glance, this solution seems to imply drastic changes in the ring
architecture. This is not so if we take a closer look as the following. The
additional cost o f the VSQ (fair scheduler and queue management) is marginal,
particularly considering that RPR 2-TB nodes already support large LP transit
buffer, and hence only software upgrade is needed towards VSQ. Efficient fair
scheduler implementation is also widely available nowadays. Furthermore, the
virtual source queues in the transit path eliminate the need for VDQ, which is
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required at the ingress point by the RPR nodes to avoid HOL blocking (Section
3.4.3). The cost is further mitigated since OHB scheme requires fewer and shorter
feedback control messages. This is because these control packets do not serve for
fairness functions in contrast to the role they play in the RPR. Consequently, the
processing overhead related to VSQ is much less. Table 5-2 summarizes the
complexity comparison between different MAC schemes.
Table 5-2: Complexity comparison between different MAC schemes

M ax-min
approximation

Max-min
approximation

N ot needed

Yes
(Use token
bucket to enforce
the fair rate
received)
Explicit rate
control

Not needed.
(Instead, use implicit
rate control through
buffer management)

Explicit rate
control

Yes
(Use token
bucket to enforce
the fair rate
received)
Explicit rate
control

20

20

20

2

# o f possible
sources on the ring
(max: 256)

# o f possible
sources on the
ring (max: 256)

# o f possible
sources on the
ring (max: 256)

0

2

2

# o f possible sources
on the ring (max:256)

Yes

Yes

No

Strict priority

Strict priority

Fair queuing

RPR-AM: the add
rate o f the
congested node;
RPR-CM: the
available
bandwidth divided
by the # o f nodes.
Yes
(Use token bucket
to enforce the fair
rate received)

2
No
1 Strict priority

5.4

Implicit rate control

C o n trib u tio n s
This thesis has made a number o f contributions to the research area o f MAC for

packet rings. We review some o f them in this section.
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The main contribution is designing the VSQ framework and the OHB flow control
scheme. We believe that both schemes, though conceptually simple, have several
advantageous features that make them suitable for packet ring networks. The VSQ
scheme is shown to meet the MAC design goals for packet rings: it is efficient, fair,
convergent and adaptive to changes in network configuration. It can provide better
medium access control than other standard scheme or those proposed in the literatures.
Other contributions include developing analytical models o f the packet ring networks
and deriving the average access delay and end-to-end delay for both VSQ and RPR.
Though the analysis is naive, the studies bring us insights into the delay comparisons o f
both MAC schemes. Cyclic model have been studied earlier for single node, our
contribution lies in carrying out such analysis for ring networks with multiple nodes.
Furthermore, we have implemented the proposed scheme in a realistic network
simulator, and conducted extensive simulation runs to study its behavior in various
benchmark scenarios and compared the performance with that o f the RPR MAC.

5.5

R e c o m m e n d a tio n s fo r F uture R e s e a rc h
While we believe that our work has several advantages, there are some weaknesses as

well. Our theoretical models, though adequate for our comparison purposes, are rather
naive. We believe that even better results can be achieved by using more sophisticated
models for the analysis. Thus, this thesis is only a small step in providing practical
solutions and analysis to fair medium access control in packet rings. Second, the
simulations in Chapter 4, though extensive, are still far from a complete study o f protocol
behavior. While our choice o f benchmark scenarios tries to test for several aspects o f
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MAC schemes, there are surely other aspects that we have overlooked. This is an area
where additional work is required.
We suggest the following future research work:
•

Studying transit buffer management: Since all flows share one physical buffer,
dynamic allocation o f the buffer seems to be an interesting problem.

•

Investigating the mapping o f SLA parameters (e.g., delay, throughput) to transit
buffer threshold setting.

•

Comparing the performance o f various TCP protocols over VSQ and RPR.

•

Inter-working with RPR nodes: We believe our scheme can inter-work with RPR
nodes as they only differ in the scheduler and flow control. However, experiments
need to be conducted to validate this claim.
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